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Introduction.

Computersecurity is all about studying cyber attacks with a view to defending against them. We
begin by investigating the principal »otives behind such attacks. We then present a short survey of
the attacks that have received the most press in recent times. These include pharming and phishing
attacks together with assorted malware and denial of service attacks.

Understanding what makes systems vulnerable to these attacks is an important first step in
avoiding or preventing them. We examinedifferent classes of vulnerabilities including those caused
by poorly written or configured software. We then sample diverse defence strategies. Access control,
authentication, and data protection techniquesare introduced. We distinguish between measures for
preventing versus detecting intrusions.

In the last section, we highlight eight guiding principles of sound security practice.Although these
are targeted at the security engineer, they also prove to be useful to other security professionals,
system administrators, and IT managers.

1.1 CYBER ATTACKS

Here we discuss some commoncyberattacks encountered.

1.1.1 Motives

Before we discuss the commonattacks encountered, it is appropriate to ask, “What are the main
goals of an attacker?” The sheerthrill of mounting a successful cyber attack has been motivation
enough for hackers (Table 1.1). Most hackers were (andstill are) young adults, often teens, who
had dropped out of school but were otherwise intelligent and focused. Many of the “traditional”
hackers seem to be obsessive programmers. They seem to be adept at circumventing limitations to
achieve a challenging but often forbidden objective.

In addition, there is a tribe of script kiddies — juveniles who use scripts and attack kits designed
by others (these can be freely downloaded from the Internet). Their activities do not require any
special programming skills or advanced knowledge of computer systems.

Other perpetrators of cyber attacks include companyinsiders, often disgruntled employees who.
wish to even scores with their employers. There is also a serious threat from cyber terrorists who
espouse extreme religious or political causes. Cyber terrorism is one weapon in their impressive
arsenal which mayinclude biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons. Their goals are to cripple the
information/communication systems of the financial and business institutions of their “enemies.”
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In more recent times, the primary motivation for launching cyber attacks has shifted to financial
gain. We next discuss some of the main motives of launching cyber attacks.

Table 1.1 Notable cyberattacks

 

Year Event

1988 Rober Mortis, Jr, a 23-year-old Comell graduate student, released a wormthat overran Arpanet,

incapacitating almost 6000 computers, congesting government and university systems. He was
fined $10,000 and sentenced to 3 years probation.

1991 31-year-old David L. Smith created the worm *Melissa,” which infected thousands of computers

causing damageof approximately $1.5 billion. This virus sent copiesofitself to the first 50 names
of the recipient's address book. He received a 20-month jail term,

2001 “Anna Kournikova” virus. Promising photos of the tennis star maileditself to the every person in
the victim's address book Investigators were apprehensivethat thevirus was created with a toolkit

enabling the rookies to create a virus.
2008 The headquarters of the Obama and McCainpresidential campaigns were hacked,

Theft ofsensitive information. Manyorganizations store and communicate sensitive information.

Information on see products being designed or revenue sources can be hugely advantageous to a

company’s competitors. Likewise, details of military installations or precise nulitary plans can be

of immense value to a nation’s adversaries. Political espronage targeted at government ministries

andnational intelligence can lay bare manysensitive operations planned for the future. ‘
Besides corporations, banks, the military, intelligence, ete., the individual too has increasingly

been a target. Leakae of personal information such as credit card numbers, passwords, and even

personal spending habits are common andare collectively referred to as identity theft. Such intor-
mation is advernsed on certain websites and may be purchased for a small fee.

Disruption of sertace. Interrupnon or disruption of service is launched against an organization's

servers so they are rendered wnanailable or maccesstble. In recent umes, there have been uncon-

firmed reports of such attacks being launched by business rivals of e-commerce websites. The goal

here appears to be “my competitor's loss is my gain.”

In 2001, there were a senes of such attacks that targeted the websites of Yahoo, Microsoft, etc.

in a short span of time. These appear to be headline-grabbing, but they could also have been “Proof

of Concept” in nature, They were meant toalert corporates and others of the dangers of this class

of attacks,
Illegal access to or use ofresources. The goal here is to obtain free access or service to paid

services. Examplesofthisinclude free access to online digital products such as magazineor journal
articles, free talkme on someone elsc’s account, free use of computing power on a supercomputer,

etc. In each case, the attacker is able to crcumpent controls that permit access to only paid

subsenbers of such services.

e
e
e
e

1.1.2 Common Attacks

The space of cyber artacks is large and expanding. In this section, we will introduce some of the
high-profile attacks. The more subtle details of these and other attacks are dealt with throughout
this text.

One set of attacks are those that attempt to retrieve personal information from an individual.
There are various methods to accomplish this. Two of the best known attacks in this category are
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phishing and pharnting attacks. The former lures its victims to a fake website — an on-line bank,

forexample. The fake site has the look and feel of the authentic bank with which the victim has
an account, The victim is then induced to reveal sensitive information such as his/her login name

and password, which are then passed on to the fake website.
Personal information may also be leaked out from credit cards, smart cards, and ATM cards

through a varicty of skimming attacks. There are a rich set of techniques to enable these attacks
ranging from fake terminals to sophisticated side channel attacks. The latter attempt to deduce

sensitive information fromlost or stolen smart cards through advanced power and timing measure-

ments-conducted on them. Finally, leakage of information may also take place though eavesdrop:WINE or snooping on the link between two communicating parties,

~ One meansof intruding into a computer system ts through password-guessing attacks, which are
a special case of dictionary attacks. Manyof the attacks mentioned thus far are forms of identity

theft. The ultimate goal of the attacker is to smpersonate his/her victim. The attacker can then
perform unauthorized logins (break-ins), make on-line purchases, initiate banking transactions,etc.,
all under the assumedidentity of the victim,

The common name employed for an attacker's interruption or disruption of the computing

services of the victim is Denial of Service (DoS). These attacks exhaust the computing power,
memory capacity, or communication bandwidth of their targets so they are rendered unavailable.

Oneversion of this attack causes website defacement. At various times, the websites ofhigh-profile ~

targets such as the American president or various government ministries have been targeted. To

prevent an alarm being, raised, an advanced version of the DoS attack on a web server, for example,
does not necessarily paralyze it. Instead, it slows down the web server so that its response time to
requests from the outside world is unacceptably high.

An important class of attacks is that caused by various types of malware. Worms and viruses
are malware that replicate themselves. A virus typically infects a file, so a virus spreads from one

file to another. A worm ts usually a stand-alone program that infects a computer, so a worm
‘spreads from one computer to another. Worms and viruses use various spreading techniques and
media — e-mail, Internet messages, web pages, Bluctooth, and MMS are some of the propaganon
vectors.

A trojan is a kind of malware that masquerades as a utiliry but has other insidious goals such

as the modificationoffiles, data theft, etc. Spyware, installed on a machine, can be used to monitor
user activiry and as a key logger to recover valuable information such as passwords from user
keystrokes. Figure 1.1 summarizes some of the most common attacks.

1.1.3 Vulnerabilities

Behind every attack is a vulnerability of some type or the other. But what exactlyis a vulnerability?
A vulnerability is a weakness or lacuna in a procedure, protocol, hardware, or software within an
organization that has the potential to cause damage. The understanding ofsecurity vulnerabilities
is the key in helping us understandattacks better and, more importantly, in defending against them.

There are ac least tour important vulnerability classes in the domam of security:
(i) Human Vulnerabilities: These are vulnerabilines induced by human behaviour or action. For

example, the user clicks on a link in an e-mail message received from a questionable source.
By so doing, the user can be directed to a site controlled by the attacker as in a phishing attack
Or d cross-site seriptiny attack,

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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{Figure1:1) Common attacks andvulnerabilities

(ii)

(iii)

Similarly clicking on an e-mail attachment may open up a documentcausing a macro to
be éxecuted. The macro may be designed toinfect other files on the system and/or spread the
infected e-mail to other e-mail addresses harvested from the victim’s inbox.

In both these cases, rhe human vulnerability consists of clicking on a link or attachmentin
an e-mail from a possibly unknown source. The link or attachment may havelured the victim
by a flashy or tanralizing message suggesting quick money,erotica, etc., blinding him/her to
the fact thar the message came from an unknownsource.It is actions like this that make a
phishing artack or an e-mail virus so very successful.
Protocol Vulnerabilities: A number of networking protocols including TCP, IP, ARP, ICMP,
UDP, DNS, and various protocols used in local area networks (LANs) have features that have
been used in unanticipatedwaysto craft assorted attacks. Pharming attacks and various
hijacking attacks are some examples. There are tools available on-line to facilitate some of
these attacks. One such tool subverts the normal functioning of the ARP protocol to sniff
passwords from a LAN.

There are a numberof vulnerabilities in the design of security protocols that lead to replay
or man-in-the-middle attacks. These attacks, in turn, lead to identity theft, compromise of

secret keys, etc. Vulnerabilities in network protocols are often related to aspects of their design
though they mayalso be the result of poor implementation or improper deployment.
Software Vulnerabilities: This family of vulnerabilities is caused by sloppily written system or
application software. In many cases, the crux of the problem seems tobe thecodethatall
too trusting of user input. Here are some examples:  

e
n
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e A program declares an array of 100 clements. It populates the array with input from the
user. However, the program does not check the length of the user input string. If the
latter is greater than 100 bytes, the buffer will overflow. There are hundreds of instances
where this vulnerability, referred to as buffer overflow, has been exploited to inject and
execute malicious worm code.

e A web server accepts input from a user’s browser. The user is expected ro type a simple
text string, containing his/her name or password. Instead, the user enters a part of one
or more statements in the browser scripting language, Javascript. The server software
does not perform sufficient validation of user input received by it. This is an example
ofa cross-site scripting vulnerability and may be exploited to devise an, attack by the
same name.

e A server accepts input from a user’s browser or through some other interface. Once
again, a simple text string such as a user name or passwordis expected. Instead, the user
types part of an SQL query. Structured Query Language or SQLis popularly used to
query, modify, insert, or delete information in a relational database. Again, the server
does not validate the user input. Consequently, the database receives a query whichis
semantically quite different from what it normally receives. The insufficient validatron of
user input bytheserver results in an SOL Injection vulnerability. This vulnerability has
been exploited, for example, to steal customer credit card information residing on da-
tabase servers.

(iv) Configuration Vulnerabilities: These relate to configuration settings on newly installed appli-
‘cations,files, etc. Read-write-execute pérmissions on files may be too generous and susceptible
to abuse. Theprivilege level assigned to a process may be higher than whatit should be to
carry out a task.(This privilege may be misused during some point in its execution leading to
what are commonlycalled “privilege escalation” attacks. Besides misconfiguration of software
and services, security appliances suchas firewalls maybe incorrectly or incompletely config-
ured with possibly devastating effect.

Vulnerability identification is a necessary first step in designing attacks. The term, “exploit,” is
often used as a noun in thesecurity literature. An exploit is an instance of a particular attack on
a computer system that leverages a specific vulnerabiliry or set of vulnerabilities. The next step
beyond vulnerability identification is plugging them or creating patches so that they can no longer
be exploited. We next turn out attention to defence strategies and counter measures.

 

1.22 DEFENCE STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES

1.2.1 Access Control—Authentication and Authorization

The first defence strategy to prevent intrusions is access control. This implies the existence of a_
trustedthirdpartythat mediates access to a protected system. The trusted third partyis typically
implemented in software and maybe a part of the operating system and/or the applicanon.

The first step in access control is to permit or deny entry into the system, This involves some
form of authentication — a process whereby the subject or prozcrpal (the party attempting ro login)
establishes that it is indeed the entity it claims to be. One torm of authenticarion is the humble
password. The principal first enters his/her 16gin name. By prompting hinvher to enter his/her
Password,the system implicitly challenges the principal to prove his/her identity. In this simple case,
knowledge of the secret password constitutes “proof of identity.”

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io



6 Network Security and Cryptography

After successful authentication, a subject is logged into the system. The subject may need to

access several resources suchas files. It isthejob_oftheaccess controller to answer-autharization-
related questions such as

“Is Rajeev allowed to write into file, CS649Grades ?”

Note that there are at least three parameters to such an access control decision:
e the subject or principal, Rayeer,

e the object or resource, CS649Grades, and
e the access mode or operation, write.

To further highlight the difference between the important concepts of authentication and authori-

zation, consider the example of a universitylibrary. The rule for getting the entry into the library
is

— Any member of the faculty, staff, or student can enter the library by producing a valid
university ID card.

The ID card is the mechanism for authentication. In this case, it is a contactless smart card, which

is read electronically by an overhead card reader. It activates a turnstile allowing the card owner
entry.

The following rules pertain to reading and checking out of library books and periodicals once
a user is permitted to enter the library premises:

Any memberof the university communityis permitted to read any book or access any com-

puter while in the library.
Only taculry members and students can check out books.

Onlythe instructor, TAs, and students enrolled in a particular course may check out books

on reserve for that particular course for a 3-hour period.

— Onlyfaculry and graduate students are permitted to check out journals for a period of 1 day.
The problem of permitting library entry is analogous to authentication, while that of permitting
book or journal check-out is analogous to authorization. Note that authentication is more coarse-

grained and ir appearsfirst. The authorization decisions made in response to subject requests for
various resources are fine-grained and only made after authentication has been successfully com-
pleted.

An important application of access control is to network traffic from the external insecure
Internet into the protected environment of an organization. Clear-cut rules governing the entry of
all such traffic must be formulated. A device called a firewall sits at the perimeter of the organi-
zation and it is configured to filter packets based on the source/destination addresses and port
numbers.

, .
'

‘gt

* \1.2.2 Data Protection doko ‘

The data in transit_or in storageneed to_be protected. Bur what does protection imply? In many

contexts, it implies data confidentiality - the data should nor be readable by an intruder. Another
dimension to data protection is the preservation of data integrity. This implies that the data in
transit should not be tampered with or modified — either inadvertently or by malicious design —
withour being detected.

Cryptographic techniques are among the best known ways to protect both, the confidentiality
and integrity of data. Cryptographyis the science of disguising data and is the subject of the first
part of this book. The encryption operation is performed by the sender on a message to disguise

e
e

e
e
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it prior to sending it, while a decryption operation is performed on the disguised message in order
to recoverthe original message. Similarly, there are a numberofintegrity check techniques that may
be used — the most secure of these is the cryptographic checksium.

In the most basic case, the encryption and decryption operations both use the same secret key
known only to the sender and receiver. This prevents an cavesdropper from decrypting the en-
crypted message. Likewise, the computation of the cryptographic checksum uses a secret shared by
the sender and receiver. The sender computes the checksum as a “one-wayfunction” of the message
andsecret. It transmits the message and checksum. Thereceiver also computes the checksum.If the
computed checksum matches that received, the receiver concludes that there is no error in the

received message.

1.2.3. Prevention and Detection

Access control and message encryption are preventive strategics. Authentication keeps intruders out,

while authorization limits what can be done by those who have been allowed in. Encryption
“prevents intruders from eavesdropping on messages. The cryptographic checksum, on the other

hand, detects tampering of messages. —— ; =
In the important domain of software security, code testing Is useG [0 detect vulnerabilities.

‘Blackbox testing is employed when the source code of a programIs not easily available. In this case,

carefully crafted inputs are fed to a running program. The response of the running program to these

inputs is carefully observed. For example, if a program expects 4 Perse 5, Le ena string

of 300 characters is the input. The goal hereis to determine whether the Solr ane Fiaabraer carefully

designed to handle unexpected or malicious input. For greater assurance ot minha

whitebox,testing should be employed. Here, the security engineer has agentes ¢ and can

perform more elaborate testing by exercising different control parhsi : aie,Aneta .
If we have intrusion preventive techniques in place, why do = pe mn haps pale.

The fact of the matter is that intrusion prevention may Not always be alee be easy - tk =O,

where deployed, it may not always be effective. For example, | 1s Barenet ackene
out DoStraffic sinceit is often difficult to distinguish berweenOe = eae. - tre he norm. Conn ;N “ 3 _ d -4] departure trom C - k. nuous
In such , ( alous bebaviour

—

radic.cases, we look for anom logs are a good starting point.

r certain patterrs of behaviour. For example, multiple

c *

a ;

STaaaeeuriests bit pattern called a scorn signature. Many
cn. Cc

c a
,

avs of ce

le,

Intrusion detection_systems also look f

i
iv : rain malware are a peculiar se.

anti-virus products are signature-based. Other give-aw

quence of system calls made or patterns of file access.

cs1.2.4 Response, Recovery, and eoeeayesponse measures should be swiftly taken. These

aterm During a worn

‘hes applied. Many4

Cyber forensics 's

of cyber erime.

d terms in cybe

y epidemic, the infected part of the

ntrusion attempts leave tinger-

————
je

: :

an emerging discipline with a

Once anattack or infection has been det

include shutting down all or part of the system.

system should be quarantined and necessary pate

Prints just like a criminal does at the crime site.

set of tools that help trace back the perpetrators
:

r security parlance,

Table 1.2 defines some of the most widely use
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8 Network Secunty and Cryptography

1.39 GUIDING PRINCIPLES

We enunciate several ideas which taken together constitute some of the folk principles of modern
security practice. This list of principles is in no way exhaustive, but it does deserve serious consid-
eration.
1. Security is as much (or more) a human problem than a technological problem and must be
addressed at different levels.

In manydiscussions on security, the triad of people, processes, and technologies is often high-
lighted. At the highest level, security should be addressed by top-level managementin large orga-
nizations. Robust security polictes should be formulated ge comprchensive implementationstrat-
egy outlined by a dedicated team of security spetialists, pdssibly headed by a Chief Information
Secutity Officer (CISO),

Some of the mechanisms used to implement high-level policies are in the realm of technology.
Security engineers have a key role to playin designing techniques and products to protect organi-
zations from the various cyber attacks studied in the previous section.) The thrust of this bookis
ontechnological solutions to security, but it should be borne in mind that security is more of a
human problem than a technological one.
System administrators handle day-to-day operations. They should be proactive in crucial security

practices such as patch application. One of the key tasks of a system administratoris to configure
systems and applications. Their job also involves setting user/PPoup permissions to various system
Tesources such as files, configuring firewalls, sifting through system logs for signs of an intrusion,
and processing alerts.

Table 1.2 Definitions of commonlyused termsin security parlance

e Security policyis the set of rules and practices that regulate how an organization manages and protects its
computing and communication resources fram unauthorized use or misuse.

e Asecunty mechanism is a technique or device used to implement a security policy.

e Avulnerabiayts a weakness or flaw in the architecture, implementation, or operational procedures of a system

that could be explored to cause loss or failure.

e Explomation of a vulnerability with maliaous intent leads to a cyber attack.

e Access control ts the process of preventing unauthorized acoess to a Computing or communication resource.

e Authorization involves granting a speafic entity or process the permission to access restricted data or perform
a restncted operation,

e Auditing ts the process of collecting and analyzing relevant information in order to ensure compliance with
secunty poliaes laid out for an organization

One or moreof the following are impbont when wetalk about a secure Connection or session between two parties:

e Entity authenucauon is the process of verifying that the entity being communicated withis indeed the entity it
claimsto be.

Message authenticavon is the process of venfying the source of origin of the message.

Confidentiality ts the protection of data from disdosure to an unauthorized party or process

Integrity +s the assurance that data has not been modified, Lampered with, or made inconsistent in any way.

Non-repudiation offers a guarantee against repudiation of denial by a party of the fact that it created of sent a
Particular message.
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The final link in the security chain is the rank and file within an organization. The employees
within an organization should be educated on various do's and don'ts through periodically updated
security awareness programs. In summary, a healthy combination of enlightened security policy and
procedures, backed by enforcement, aided by technology, coupled with diligent participation of

administrators and employees, and presided over by an empowered CISO is the surest insurance
against cyber attacks.
2. Security should be factored in at inception, not as an afterthought.

This might sound obvious but scores of designers have paid scant heed to such an adtice. For
example, security was never on the horizon for protocol designers several decades ago. This is
hardly surprising. Functionality, correctness, performance, and reliability hogged the arrention of
designers then. No one then had anticipated that those protocols would be abused by attackers in
so many creative ways!

Less forgiving is the fact that application software (web software, for example) developed today
continues to be often vulnerable to numerousattacks such as cross-site scripting and SQLinjection
attacks. The solution lies, at least in part, in integrating secure codmg practices into the software
curriculum in our colleges and universities.

In general, security should be factored in early on during the design phase of a new product and
then carried forward right through implementation andtesting. The product could be a networking
protocol, a newversion of an operating system,a piece of application software, or the architectural
layout of computing intrastructure for an enterprise.
3. Security by obscurity (or by complexity) is often bogus.

There have been a numberof cryptographic algorithms proposed by a small set of people. Their
use was mandated in newly standardized protocols, but their details were not made public. History
is replete with case studies of many suchalgorithms that have had serious vulnerabilities. The flaws
are exposed over timeafter the protocols have been widely deployed, attracting closer attention
from the hacker community. Note that hacking, per se, should not be always portrayed in a
negative light for there is a vibrant communityof ethical backers whose goal ts to break software/
protocols/algorithms so that they can be fixed beforethings get out of hand.

It is the ethical hacker communityatleast, if not the public ar large,who should be able to study
new prorocols and algorithms prior to widespread adoption. One such example was the procedure
followed for selecting an algorithm in the late 1990s for the new secret key cryptography standard

- AES wasfinally chosen after much public scrutiny and debate. (Details of AES are covered in
Chapter 9.) As another example, open source software is usually treely available. Public review of
its security features can make or break its reputanon.
4. Always consider the “Default Deny” policy for adoption in access control.

The subjects in an access control policy could be people, packets, or even user input. One policy
is the “Default Permit,” i.e., grant the subject’s request unless the subject is on a blacklist orit has
certain blacklisted attributes. The dual of this policy ts the *Defaulr Deny” policy. In this case, the
subject's request is denied unless it is on a wéhrteliss.

Clearly, whitelisting is the more conservatuve approach. With whitelisting, the access controller
may reject a legitimate subject whose name has been mistakenly excluded trom the whitelist bur thar
is the price to be paid for greater security. Blacklisting, on the other hand, mayaccept a bad guy
because his name or attributes were mistakenly excluded trom the blacklist. The tradeoffs between
blacklisting and whitelisting should be caretully examuned (see Principle 8). However, in general,
prudenc security design should serrously consider adopnon of the *Detault Deny” policy.

‘ »*i¢
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5. An entity should be given the least amounvlevel of permissions/privileges to accomplish a given
a

task.

Role-based access control (RBAC) has influenced a variety of software platforms ranging from

operating systems to database management systems. The principal idea in RBACis that the map-

ping between roles and permissions 1s paramount. Uhe role played by an individual at a given point
in time determines the rghts or privileges the individual has. Conferring higher privilege to an

individual than what 1s warranted by his‘her current role could compromise the system. It is like

handing over the keys to your home sate to the person whohasjust arrived to shampoo your home

carpet! Is the mght to open vour sate necessary to get the shampooing job done?
Privilege escalation 1mits ditterent manifestations has caused manysecurity breaches in computer

systems. The problem often les in sloppy or incomplete configuration management. In publicly

accessible servers within an organization such as the web and e-mail servers, unnecessary services

hosted by them can open the door to malware, which can compromise those servers. The latter are

then used as a springboard to spread to the internal machines in that organization. as
6. Use ‘Defence in depth’ to enhance security of an architectural design.

This principle is used in many high-security mstallations and has been recently introduced in

some airports. A passenger's ucket 1s checked before entering the airport terminal building. This is

followed by verification of travel documents and inspection of check-in baggage at the airline

counter. Next comes a secunty check (physical) and a further check of the boarding pass, travel

documents, and check-in baggage before entering the boarding area (main concourse).

Defence in depth is applicable to cvber security as well. Consider designing the firewall archi-

tecture for a mid-to-large save enterprise. Every packet from the outside (Internet) should be inter-

cepted by at least two tirewails. The firewails may be from two different vendors and would,

preterably, have becn contigured by rwodifferent system administrators. They may, and typically

do, have some overlapping funcnonality. Because of differences in the hardware/software design and

in configuration, what escapes Firewall 1 may be caught byFirewall 2 and vice versa.
7. Identify sulnerabilines and respond appropriately. ~

We have already seen a large number of vulnerability types. Vulnerabilities in software or

protocols are well researched. But equally important are lacunae/shortcomingsin policy, procedures,

and operations. How manyorganizations are geared ro implementpolicies regarding the entry of

visitors’ laprops and PDAs? Or do they even have such policies in place? Such mobile devices and

Bluctooth-enabled gadgets maytransmit malware to unsuspecting stations within the organization.

Likewise, USB-enabled PCs may be victims of viruses residing on USBflash drives. Often, these
organizations have elaborate security infrastructure in the form of firewalls and intrusion detection
systems. They securely guard the high-profile main entrance but blissfully ignore the security re-

quirements of the less conspicuous side and rear doors. .

Vulnerability detection and response brings to mind fast-spreading Internet scanning worms. An
excellent example 1s the Code Red wortn unleashed in July, 2001. Within a few weeks, a patch was
created and released tor the vulnerable HS server. Sadly, many servers remained unpatched, aiding
the rapid spread of the worm over a 24-hour period.

Is the effort involved in idenntying and plugging vulnerabilities justified? Security analysts are
often accused of being paranoid. The other side of vulnerability identification is risk assessment.
Formally,

Risk = Assets « Vulnerabilities « Threat

If the assets impacted by a vulnerability are of Jow value and/or the threat perception (probability
that a vulnerability is successtully exploited) is small, then the associated risk is low, In such cases,
It may nor make economic sense to address such vulnerabilities.
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8. Carefully study the tradeoffs involving security before making any.
Enginecring design often involves making tradeoffs - cost versus performance, functionality

versus chip area, etc. The previous principle highlighted an important tradeoff — security versus cost.
We elaborate on this further. ——

Consider, for example, the area of electronic payment involving small purchases (say Rs. 10 or
less). Such payments, called micropayments, may be made for digital goods such as on-line news-
paper articles. Payment schemes use some form of cryptography. The cryptographic overheads of
these schemes, in terms of computation cost, can be high. Can we use cheaper (lower overhead)
cryptography for micropayments? The downside here is that such cryptographyis not as secure. But
given the transaction amount, the risk of fraud is probably acceptable. In this case, we may be
justified in trading off increased security for lower cost.

Besides security versus cost, securityversus-performance-is a tradeoff often encountered. Almost
all techniques studied in this book to prevent or detect various cyber attacks involve extra compu-
tations, which incur not merely a financial cost but also a performance penalty.

Thanks to heightened fears of terrorism in the wake of 9/11, there has been increased frisking
and scanning at airports. Many airports require passengers to check in several hours before flight
departure. Human convenienceis being sacrificed at the altar of enhanced flight security. This has
some parallels with cyber security. Think of the minor inconveniences you may have to put up with
for greater security.

e The system will not allow you to log in todayunless youweftnes your password. (The system
expects you to do so at least once a month.)

e The system will not accept your newpasswordsinceit is less than 8 characters long and/or
it does not contain any non-alphanumeric character.

e You try to download a utility program from a certain website on to your smartphone,bur rhe
newly installed version of the operating system on your smartphone forbids downloadsoffiles
not digitally signed.

Makingtradeoffs is not always easy. The marketing folks in a major telecom company mighr wish
customers hadall features enabled by default on their latest smartphone to be launched, bur the
security folks may have completely different ideas! The security ream understands that manyof the

 

" jazzy features could easily open the doorto trojans and other malware. In summary, security versus
cost, security versus performance, and security versus convenience/flexibility are among the many
tradeoffs a security engineer may have to grapple with.

.

SELECTED REFERENCES  

  

www.sans.org and www.cert.org/ maintain up-to-date information of various vulnerabilities and
cyber attacks. www.mitre.org/work/cybersecurity.hrml also contains useful material on this subject.
All three sites have a number of very useful white papers related to cyber defence. The official
website of the Indian Computer Emergency Team1s first.org/members/teams/cert-in/.

There have been manytexts on the subject of network security in recent times. Some of the more

widely used are [STAL10], [GOLLOU6], and [STAM06}.
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 OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS

1.1. The motivation of an ethical hacker is
(a) financial gain
(b) the thrill of hacking
(c) the desire to identify vulnerabilities so they can be patched before they are publicly

exposed
(d) a religious/political/ideological cause

1.2. Which of the following attacks is/are likely to result in identity theft?
(a) Phishing attack
(b) Denial of service attack

(c) Dictionary attack
(d) Virus infection

1.3. The buffer overflow attack is caused by
(a) a vulnerability in the design of a networking protocol
(b) a vulnerability in the implementation of a networking protocol
(c) a vulnerability in human behaviour
(d) a vulnerability in software

1.4. A counter-measure to eavesdropping on the communicationlink is the use of
(a) a cryptographic checksum
(b) encryption
(c) a login name and password
(d) a fake identity

1.5. The following is used when the source code for a piece of software is unavailable:
(a) ‘blackbox testing

(b) whirebox testing

(c) regression testing

(d) unic testing

1.6. A good example of defence in depth is
(a) the use of exhaustive softwaretesting
(b) the detection of worm and virus signatures in incoming packets
(c) the use of encryption in conjunction with a cryptographic checksum
(d) the use of multiple firewalls in an organization

1.7. The choice of whether to use low-overhead cryptography versus heavy-duty cryptography in
a micropayment schemerepresents a tradeoff between
(a) security and cost
(b) cost and performance
(c) security and convenience

(d) security and performance

  EXERCISES  

1.1. In the conventional military sense, it is occasionally suggested that “a strong offense is the best
defence.” Does this make sense in the context of cyber security and cyber defence? Explain
your answer.
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1.2.

1.3.

1.4.

1.5.

1.6.

1.7.

Some of the counter-measures against cyber attacks are proactive and some are reactive.
Identify three examples of proactive measures and three examples of reactive measures. When
are proactive measures more appropriate and whenare reactive measures more appropriate?
Propose any two counter-measures against phishing attacks. Compare them in respect to
effectiveness, user acceptance, practicality, and any other relevant metric.
The term data integrity may mean quite different things depending on the context in which
it is used. Whatis the difference between the integrity of data in communication versus the
integrity of data stored in a relational database?
Whatis the difference between reliable software and secure software? How would thetesting
methodology andtesting details be different if software were tested for security versus being
testing for reliability?
Are there situations where the “Default Accept” or “Default Permit” policy is more appro-
priate than the “Default Deny” policy for access control? Explain.
You are asked to design a “Computer Security Awareness Program” for general employees in
a telecom company. What would the different modules of such a course be? What would the
contents and duration of each module be? Assumethat the targeted audience use computers,

e-mail, etc. in their professional day-to-day activities. Would your course change if you were

to target employees of a bank instead? If so, how and why?

 

=== ANSWERS TO OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS=

1.1 (c) 1.2 (a)(c) 1.3 (d) 1.4 (b)
| 1.5 (a) 1.6 (d) 1.7 (a)(d)

.
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Mathematical Background for

Cryptography

3.1 MODULO ARITHMETIC

Let d be an integer and let n be a positive integer. Let g and r be the quotient and remainder

obtained from dividing d by 7. The relationship between d, #, g, and r is

d=n*q+r, OSre<n (3:1)

Note that r is a non-negative integer less than n. d and m are the dividend and the divisor,
respectively. We say “d is equal to r modulo n” if the remainder obtained from dividing d by» is
r. This is expressed as

r = (mod n) (3.2)

For a given value of » and r, there are an infinite number of (d, q) pairs that satisfy Eq. 3.1.

Example 3.1

Let # = 10 and r = 3.

Then 13, 23, 33, etc. all satisfy Eq. (3.1) with quotients 1, 2, 3, etc. In fact, each element of the

set belowsatisfies Eq. (3.2).

{. . . -37, -27, -17, -7, 3, 13, 23, 33, 43, . - .}
 

‘Any two numbersin the aboveset are said to be congruent modulo 10 and the setitself is referred

to as a congruence class. It is helpful to visualize the “modulo relationship” using Fig. 3.1. The
integers are laid out along/a spiral with » integers on a single “circle”. Starting with 0, we encounter

the positive integers in sequence as wetraverse the spiral clockwise, while the negative numbers are
encountered as wetraverse the spiral in the anti-clockwise direction. The set of elements along a

given radius constitute one of the congruence classes modulo 7. There are » congruence classes mod
n, It is convenient to represent a class by the smallest non-negative integer in that class.

Twodistinct integers, a and 6, that are congruent modulo » map to the sameradius in the spiral.
Counting from a to b involves one or more revolutions. It follows that:
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( Figure3.1. Equivalence (congruence) classes modulo 8

Fact: If two integers are congruent modulo n, then they differ by an integral multiple of 7.
Algebraically, if

amodn=r and

then
a=n"q,+rFr

b=n"*q,+7

where q, and q, are integers.
Subtracting, we get

a-b=n (q; - q)

b mod n = 7,

and

Since g, and q) are integers, a and b differ by an integral multiple of n.

 

Manyuseful properties of modulo arithmetic can be proved using the abovefact.
1. (a + b) mod n = ((a mod mn) + (6 mod m)) mod n
2. (a — b) mod n = ((a mod n) - (b mod n)) mod n
3. (a * b) mod n = ((a mod n) * (b mod n)) mod n
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The proof for the three properties is similar. We prove Property 3 here.

Let

a=an*q, +r, and b=n*qz +7.

So

a*b = n(n"ay*q2 + 91" 12+ 492" 1) 41" 12
We can add/subtract any multiple of » from a number without changing its value modulo n. So,
the LHS of Property 3 is

(a * b) mod » = (r;* rz) mod »

Substituting for a and b, the RHS of Property 3 is

(((2%g, + r;) mod x) * ((2*q) + rz) mod )) mod n
= ((r; mod ») * (r; mod »)) mod

= (r;* rz) mod n

 

Example 3.2

We verify Property 1 for » = 8, a = 27, and b = 34.

The LHS.of Property 1 is

(27 + 34) mod 8
= 61 mod 8

=5§

The RHS of Property 1 is
((27 mod 8) + (34 mod 8)) mod 8
= (3 + 2) mod 8

= 5

Where do weuse these properties? In cryptography, we often have to perform computations such

as multiplying a large numberof terms, each term itself being a very large number. For example,
we may have to multiply 50 integers, each abour 1000 digits long.

(a,

In the worstcase, the sizé of a, * a, will be 2000 digits, the size of a, * a,* a; will be 3000 digits.
Property 3, however, tells us that we could “reduce modulo n” each intermediate product before
multiplying by the next term. For example, we could

+ +
ay a3... * as59) mod n

compute the product’ a, * a;
reduce, i.e, compute 6 = (a, * a,) mod n
compute the product 6 * a,

reduce, i.e., compute (6b * a;) mod x

Notice, that by so doing, we are restricting the size of each intermediate result. In particular, if
is roughly 1000 digits, then the length of the intermediate results after a multiplication and a
reduction is no more than 2000 and 1000digits, respectively.
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3.2 THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

For simplicity, we deal with non-negative numbersonlyin this sub-section. Given two integers, a

and b, we say that a divides b, denoted alb, if there exists an integer x 2 1 such that a * x = 8,

a is said to be a divisor of b.

Definition: If alb and alc, and there exists no a’ > a such that a’lb and a'lc, then a is referred to

as the greatest commondivisor of b and c, denoted a = ged(b, c).

Example 3.3

2, 3, and 6 are each commondivisors of both 24 and 78. Thelargest integer that divides both is
6, so gcd(24, 78) = 6.

 

Definition: If gcd(b, c) = 1, we say that b and c are relatively prime or co-prime.

Definition: An integer is primeif it is co-prime with all positive integers less than it.

Example 3.4

The integers 14 and 9 are co-prime but neither is a prime number.

3.2.1 Euclid’s Algorithm

Euclid’s algorithm is used to find the ged of twointegers, b and c. Without loss of generality let

b > c. The first step in the algorithm is to divide b by ¢ explicitly showing the quotient, g, and

remainder, r.

b=ac*g+r

In each subsequentstep, a similar equation is written in which the new dividend (leftmost number)

and new divisor (to the right of the equal sign) are respectively the divisor and remainder from the

previous step. We illustrate this with an example that computes gcd(161, 112). ;

‘49 Ty
Step 1: 161 = 112°1 + 49 4", I 7

e mv fb bi

WA Lo aacee”

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step2: 112 = 49°2 +14 oo dt

LZA 2) DlLoork On”

Step 3: 49 rn 14°3 4+ 7 Kb ad bc)os

Step 4: 14 = 7°2 + O

    
We note that the sequence of remainders (the rightmost numbers) keeps decreasing. We have —

defined a remainder to be a non-negative integer. So, the sequenceis finite. But must it end with —
0? If it did not, we could continue the process of division. So, the sequence of divisions continues
until a remainder of 0 is encountered.

—
_

<
=
=
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The following are two key observations about the above procedure.

(a)

(b)

ged(b, c) divides each non-zero remainder above.
“Consider dividingeachtermofthe equation in Step 1 by gcd(b, c). Since gcd(b, c)lb and gcd
(b, c)lc, we get integer quotients in the first two terms. If gcd(b, c) does not divide the
remainder, r in Step 1, the result of the division of the last term will have a fractional
component.This is a gontradicdon since it implies that an integer is equal to an integer plus
a fractional part. This argument can be repeated for Steps 2, 3, etc., in turn. This proves
Statement(a). '

Theremainder_just abovethezero in the procedure described above is gcd(b, c).
Let g = gcd(b, c). There are only two possibilities — either the remainder = g orit is a‘multiple
of g, say k,*g, where k, > 1. Also, the divisor in the penultimate step is a multiple of g, say
k,*g. The last step then becomes ;

k,*g = k,*g * q’, where qd’ is the quotient in the last step.

So

kR,=k* q
Now gcd(k,, kz) = 1. If not, since gcd(k,, k,)*g divides both the remainder and divisor in the
penultimate step and, by extension, all previous remainders and divisors, it follows that
gcd(b, c) > g — a contradiction.
Since kp =k,*q, gcd(k;, k,) =k
Since gcd(k,, k,) = 1 and ged(k;, k,) = ky, &, = 1.
We conclude that the remainder in the penultimate step is indeed ged(b, c).

 

This sequence of steps to compute the ged of twointegers is called Exclid’s algorithm. The proce-

dure naturally leads to the following conclusion:

GCD Theorem: Given twointegers 6 and c, there exist two —- x and y such thar

b*x+c¢* = gcd(b, c)

We demonstrate this by an eae

Example 3.5

From Step 3 of the previous example, +

Substicuting for 14 from Step 2, we get .

or

Let b = 161 and c= 112.

7=49-1473

7 = 49 - (112-49 * 2) * 3

7=49 * 7+ 112 * (-3)

Substituting for 49 from Step 1, we get

or

= (161 — 112 * 1) * 7 + 112 * (-3)

161 * 7 + 112 * (-10) = 7

The following is a useful corollary of the GCD theorem.

Corollary 1: If b and ¢ are relatively prime, then there exist integers x and y such that

b*x+ece*ye=l
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 a,

In cryptography, we often need ro compute multiplicative inverses modulo a prime number. Cor-
ollary 1 can be used to obtain the inverse of c modulo a prime integer, b. Since c*y differs from
1 by an integral multiple of b, ¢*y = 1 (rod b), It follows that y (reduced modulo b) is actually
the inverse of ¢ modulo b, “

The formal procedure to obtain the inverse of ¢ modulo bis called the Extended Euclidean

Algorithm and ts presented next. This algorithmis essentially an automated version of Example §,
It assumes that 6 and ¢ are relatively prime.
 

Computelnverse(b, ) // Computes inverse of ¢ mod b
{

old] = 1 new! = 0

old2 = 0 new2 = 1

b’=b Cre

r=2

while (r > 1) {

i’ .gaa // compute quotient

r=bV%C // compute remainder
temp1 = old] - new1 * q
oldi = new!
newl = temp!1

temp2 = old2 — new2 * g
old2 = new2
new2 = temp2

P=c // update dividend
cer /! update divisor

if At this point newl * b + new2 *c=r
}
return new2

}

Figure3.2 Extended Euclidean Algorithm

  
 

 

Example 3.6

We use the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (Fig. 3.2) to compute the inverse of 12 modulo 79
(b = 79 and c = 12)., '

Table 3.1 tracks the values of b’, 7, g, r, old1, new1, old2, and new2 at the end of each iteration.
The invariant, new] x b + new2 x c = 1 is maintained acrossall iterations. At the end of the last
iteration r = 1 and the invariant is

(-5) x 79 +33 «12 =1,

or
12 * 33 = 1+5 * 798 1 (mod 79)

Thus, the inverse of 12 modulo 79 is 33.
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“Fable 3.1| Illustrating the Extended Euclidean Algorithm - Finding inverse of 12 modulo 79
  

  

Iteration b c’ q r old1 new old2 new2 Invariant
new! xb + new2 xc=r !

Ts o- 7 | 2 1 0 0. 1 —
1 12 7 6 7 0 Pt 1 -6 1x79 + (-6)*12=7

2 7 5 1 5 *; ~s, -6 7 (-1)x79+7x12=5
3 5 2 1 2 1 2° 7 -13 2x79 + (-13)x12=2

4 2 1 2 1 2 -5 -13 33 (-5) x 79+33x«12=1
 

3.3 USEFUL ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES

3.3.1 Groups e

A group is the most basicalgebraic|structure1lused iin cryptography.

Definition: A group is a pair (G, *), whereGG is a set and* is a binary operation such thar

the following hold: <5

Closure If a and b are elements of G, then so is a*b

Associativity If a, b, and ¢ are elements of G then a*(b*c) = (a*b)*e

Identity element There exists an element J in G suchtharforall b in G,
I*b=b=b"*1

Inverse For each element b in G, there existsstsexactly one element c in G such that b*e
= ctb = I (c is referredto as the inverse ofBb). —

 

 

 

A group may beinfinite - an exampleis the set ofall integers with regular addition. The groups of
interest to us in cryptography are finite groups. An example of a finite group is the set
(0, 1, ... 2 - 1) with the operation “addition modulo ,” where 7 is a positive integer. The set
(0, 1, ... 2-1) is denoted by Z, and the operation, “addition modulo m” is denoted by+,. Ir is
easy to verify that (Z,,, +,) is a group. The identity element of this group is 0 and the inverse of an
element b is —b.

Example 3.7

(Z,, — (O), *) is a group only if is a prime number. Here, * denotes multiplication modulo 7m.
‘Closure and associativity hold in such a structure. Also, 0 iis the identity element. But, does each

element have an inverse?
If » is prime, then by Corollary 1, for any & in Z,, we can find integers ¢ and d such thar

b*c+n* d=. So, b* cm 1 mod m: Hence, 67! = c mod nr.
If 2 is non-prime, let f be one of its non-zero factors. Suppose f has an inverse, say hb. So,

f*h=1modnorf* bh=1+k* m (for someinteger &). Now dividing throughout by /, we end
up equating a fraction to an integer — a contradiction. Hence, some elements in Z, have no inverses.
So (Z,, — (0}, *) is not a group if m is non-prime.
We conclude that (Z,, — {0}, %) is a group if and only if m is prime.

 

Notation: Let Z; denote the set

{@lO<i<n and gced(i, m) = 1}

ie., Z, is the set of all integers modulo # that are relatively prime to 7.

 

/
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Example 3.8

Z; = {(1,2,3,4) and

=

Z,= (1, 5) ee

It can be shown thar (Z,, *%) is a group.

Definition: Theorder of a group, (G,_*_) is the number of elements inG.

Definition: The Euler Totient Function, denoted by (7), is the order of (Zjy *). SO,

5) = 4

6) = 2
Definition: (G’, *) is a sub-group of (G, *) if (G’ , *) satisfies the group properties enumerated

earlier and G’ is a sub-set of G.

 

Example 3.9

Consider Z¢ = {1, 2, 3, 4). The different sub-groups of (Z;, 2) are ( {1}, ¢) and ({1, 4}, $) in addition

to (Z;, $). eee

Lagrange’s Theorem: The order of any subgroup of a group divides the order of the parent group.

This theoremtells us that there are constraints on the number of elements in any subgroup of

a given group. Consider (Z;, $). Since its order is 4, no sub-group of it can have order = 3. Its three

subgroups have orders 1, 2, and 4 (see Example 3.9).

Let (G, * ) be a finite group and let g be an element of G. We use g' to denote the element

obtained by performing the operation * on g, / times.

g*g"*g..*g i times

Consider the elements

*09
,0
9,

08
m9

09
Oy

m9
05
,0

Each element in the abovelist is in G since the elements of (G, * ) are closed under *. So,thelist

must repeat at some point. In general, if elements in the i-th and j-th positions of the list are

identical, then so must elements in the (i-1)-th and (j-1)-th positions. [This is because an element
in the (/-1)-th position is obtained from an elementin thei-th position by multiplication by g’.]

We conclude that the first element to repeat in the list is g itself. The element immediately —

preceding g is the identity, J. Let § denote the set of unique elements from the start element to the

first occurrence of J in the abovelist. Then, we note the following: '
e (S, *) is a subgroup of (G, *). We say that (S, *) is a subgroup generated by g and denote

it as (g).

e The order of (g) divides the order of (G, *) by Lagrange’s Theorem.
Let k denote the order of (g). So, g* = J. By Lagrange’s Theorem, k divides IGI. So, there exists an
integer j such thar j x k = IGI. So, g'@' = ( g*)'= l= 1. This leads to the following corollary
of Lagrange’s Theorem:
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Fact: Let G be a group. Let g be an element in G and I bethe identity in G. Then, gl = I.

We next apply this result to the group, (Z;,, *). Recall that @(n) denotes the order of the group,

(Zw nD

Fact: Vm € Z,, m®") mod n = 1.
A more gecieral result follows easily from the above fact.

    

  

  

Euler’s Theorem: If m and »are relatively prime, m™" mod n = 1,
—X special case of Euler’s Theorem is the following version of Fermat’s Little Theorem when 7
is prime.

Fermat's Little Theorem: Let p be primeand let mbe a non-zero integer thatis not a multiple of

5.Then,m="modp=. nel weed1

Definition: A group (G, *) is cyclic if there is at least one element g in it such that (g) is (G, *).
fe refer to such an elementof (G, *) as a generator of (G; *).

———————

Example 3.10

Consider (Zj3, ;3). In this group,

2! mod 13 = 2 25 mod 13 = 6 2° mod 13 = 5
2? mod 13 = 4 2§ mod 13 = 12 2'°0d 13 = 10
23 mod 13 = 8 2’ mod 13 = 11 2"! mod 13 = 7
24 mod 13 = 3 2° mod 13 = 9 2" mod 13 = 1

Hence, 2 is a generator of (Zj3, 13). However, 3 is not a generator of (Z}3, 33).

Now consider (Zg, g) = ({1, 3, 5, 7}, 3). In this case,

3* mod 8 = S* mod 8 = 7” mod 8 = 1

We conclude that (Zj3, j3) is a cyclic group with at least one generator = 3. On the other hand,
(Zs, g) is not a cyclic group since no elementin it “generates” all the elements of (Z3, 3).

The group, (Z5, 5), where p is prime, is of special interest in cryptography. We next enumerate some
of its useful properties.

Fact: The group, (Z,, 5), where p is prime, is cyclic.

Fact: The numberof generators in (Z,, 5) is ®(p — 1).

We can verify that the group, (Zj3, 13) has ®(12) = 4 generators. These are 2, 6, 11, and 7.

Fact: Let p be prime and let p,, p>, .-» Pz be the distinct prime factors of p — 1. Then, g is a
generator of (Z,, ,) if and onlyif

giWi +1 mod p for all Pp 1<i<k

 

Example 3.11

We check whether 7 and 3 are generators of (Zj3, j3)-

The distinct prime factors of 12 are 2 and 3. So, py = 2 and p, = 3. Totest if 7 is a generator of

(Zi3, 13), We compute

|

ener
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7'*2 mod 13 + 7* mod 13

= -1
and

7'28 mod 13 = 74 mod 13
29

So, 7 passes the test and is a generator. Onthe other hand,

3'°2 mod 13 = 3° mod 13
= 1

Hence, 3 fails the test and is not a generator of (Z}5, 33).

3.3.2 Rings

A ring is a triplet (R, +, *), where + and * are binary operations and R is a set satisfying the
following properties:

e (R, +) Is a commutative group. The additive identity is designated 0.
e Forall x, y, and z in R,

# x ° yis also in R. (In other words, the set R is closed under *).

*y)* x. (In other words, * is an associative operation).ex" (vy ° 2) = (x

eax"*(vy+cpeox* vex * r= (yer) " x. (We say that * distributes over +).

A few other properties (or non-properties) of a ring are worthyof note.
(1) All mngs that we use have a multiplicative identity designated as 1.
(2) Unlike the + operanon, the operation * doesnot needtobe-commutative. If * is commutative,

the ring 1s said to beacornmnutatiwve ring.
(3) While each element, x. in R anadditivé inverse (denoted by -x), an element need not have

a multplicative inverse (denoted by x}, if it exists).

 

Example 3.12

The set of non-negative integers with the regular definitions of + and * do not constitute a ring since

none ofthe elements (except 0) has an additive inverse. On the other hand,it can beeasily verified
that the set ofall integers with + and * does form aninfinite ring. This structure has the additional
property of being a commutative ring since the * operation in this case is commutative.

Theset of 2 x 2 matrices populated byreals forms a ring. However, this ring is non-commutative.

The set of integers modulo n or, more precisely, (Z,, +,, *%) is a finite, commutative ring.

Polynomial Rings: Let Z,|x] be the set of all polynomials in x with coefficients belonging to Zp:
We restrict attention to prime values of p. We define addition of rwo polynomials in the usual way
except thar addition of coefficients is modulo p.

Forillustration, consider two polynomials in Z,[x],

a(x) = 2x44 x3 + 2x4] and b(x) = x5 + x4 + 2x

e a(x) + b(x) is computed below.

 

a(x) = 2x4 + x? +2r +]

bix) = x4 x4 + 2x

a(x) + b(x) = x +x + x+]
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Multiplication is performed similar to regular long-hand multiplication except that the addition and
multiplication of coefficients are performed using modulo p arithmetic.

e a(x) * b(x) is computed below.

 

 

a(x) = 2x* + x3 + 2x +1
b(x) = x4 xt + 2x

4x° + 2x4 + 4x7 4 2x

2x8 + x’ + 2x5 + x?

2x? + x® + 2x5 + x

a(x) * b(x) = 2x? +x? 42x + x + x +2x
 

Fact: Zp[x] with the above-defined operations of polynomial addition and multiplication comprise
a ring.

3.3.3 Fields

A field, (R, +, *), is a commutative ring with the following additional properties:
e_Rhas amultiplicative identity (denoted by 1) distinct from 0 (the additive identity).
e Each element, x, in R (except for 0) has an inverse element in R, denoted by x™', such that

i x*xtaxl*x =]

The above properties imply that (R, +) and (R — (0), *) are each commutative groups.

Example 3.13
e Theset ofall real numbers with regular addition and multiplication comprises an infinitefield.
e However, the set of integers does not comprise a field since no non-zero element has a

multiplicative inverse except for 1.
e Every non-zero element in Z, has a multiplicative inverse if is prime. It follows thar

(Zn. +n. 4) is a field if and only if is prime.
 

It can be shown that the cardinality of anyfinite field has the form p™ where p is prime and m
is a positive integer. It can be shown thatall fields of a given cardinality are isomorphic’. A field
of size p”™ is commonly denoted by GF(p™) or F(p™). An example of a field for m: = 1 is precisely

(Zp, +p» p> Fields of cardinality p”, mm > 1, are conveniently represented using polynomials of degree
m— 1 over Z, which we discuss next.

.3.3.1 Polynomial Fields

e created the field, (Z,, +), 5) by restricting attention to the field of integers modulo the prime
numberp. In a similar way, we could consider a subset of the polynomial nng Z,[x] by “reducing”
a polynomial in Z,[x] modulo a “prime” polynomial. A prime or irreducible polynomialin Z,[x]
is one which has no factors in Z,[x] other than itself and 1. We explain what is meant by the
reduction of a polynomial modulo a given irreducible polynomial after providing examples of prime
polynomials.

'Twe fields, A and B, are isomorphic if there exists a 1-1 and onto mapping between the elements of the rwo fields such

that substitution of cach element of A by the corresponding element of B in the addition and muluplication tables of A

yields the corresponding tables of B.
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The factors (if any) of each polynomial over Z of degree 3 arelisted below.

x = (x) (x) (x)
w+] = (x + 1)(x? +x + 1)

eax = x(x + 1)

we x? = x*(x + 1)

xe+xt

weexre

Pexrex- = x(x* + x + 1)

weaexregxe = (x + 1)

Wesee that there are only two polynomials of degree 3 over Z, that cannot be factorized into
lower degree polynomials. It turns out that for any m > 1 and anyprime p,there is at least one
irreducible polynomial over Z, of degree m. We next study how a field of size p” may be generated
using any one (of possibly many) irreducible polynomials of degree m over Z,.
We represent the elements of a field of size p” using all polynomials over Z, of degree m — 1

or less. Note that there are exactly p” such polynomials.
The operation + is identical to that described for addition of two elements in a polynomialring

over Z,.

The operation * is also performed as in the case for polynomial rings. However, the degree of
the product polynomial could exceed m — 1. In that case, the product is divided by the irreducible
polynomial of degree m. The remainder obtained upon divisionis the required result. Note that the
remainder is a polynomial of degree m — 1 or less over Z,. Thus, multiplication of two elements
in the set yields an element of the set as it should to satisfy the property of closure with respect

to multiplication.
Let us choose the irreducible polynomial, x? + x7 + 1 to construct a field, GF(23) of 2? = 8

elements. Suppose that the elements x? + 1 and x* are to be multiplied. The first step is multipli-
cation in the polynomial ring over Z,. This yields x* + x*. The next step is reduction modulo
x? + x7 + 1 shown below using polynomial division.

x+1

x? + x24 1)x4 + x?
xt + x3 +X

xcext ex

x3 + x2 +1

x+1

The remainder, x + 1, is the product of the two polynomials, x? + 1 and x*. Table 3.2 shows the
multiplication table for all field elements of GF(2?) (represented by the set of all polynomials of
degree 2 and lowerover Z, using the irreducible polynomial, x* + x? + 1), For ease of viewing, we
represent each polynomial by a binary string ofits coefficients. For example, x? + 1 is represented
as 101. The product of twofield elements, say x? + 1 (the string 101) and x + 1 (the string 011)
is found in the cell which lies on row 101 and column 011.
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fable) Muttptcat | 7
Table Uplication table for elements in GF(2?) using irreducible polynomial x? + x? + 1

' 000 001
a a 070 011 100 101 110 111

001 000 sor 000 000 000 000 000 000

010 000 re 011 100 101 110 1

011 000 011 = 110 101 111 001 011

100 000 10 110 101 001, 010 11 100

101 000 es m1 001 111 011 010 110°
110 000 i 111 010 011 110 100 ~=—- 001 ©

111 000 ian 00) 11 010 ‘100 =o 101

— u on 100 110 001 | 101 010
 

Finally, all me shaded cells in Table 3.2 contain the value 001 (or the multiplicative identity). To

find the multiplicative inverse of a non-zeroelement, say 110,proceed along row 110 until youhit
the shaded cell, then read out the column numberof the shaded cell. From Table 3.2, the inverse
of 110 is 010.

The multiplicative inverse of an elementis obtainedusing a straightforward generalization of the

Extended Euclidean Algorithm (Section 3.2.1).

Thefields of interest to us in cryptography are GF(p) and GF(2”). These are respectively referred

to as Oh fields and binary fields. They are used extensively in Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(Chapter 9).

3.4 CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM

The Chinese Remainder Theorem is used in proving a numberofresults in cryptography. \

Consider the factorization of an integer, N

N=* ny... « ny

where 1}, 7, .... are pairwiserelatively prime, i.e. gcd(m;, 1)) = 1,1 i,j $k, 1 #/}. Consider the

mapping ;

fi Zy > Zn, X Zu, XX Z,, defined by

fix) = (x mod n,, x mod m,..., x mod m),0Si<N

 

Example 3.14

Let N = 30. Choose m, = 6 and ny, = 5S.

fli), 0 < i < 30 is shown below.

" f(0) = (0, 0), f(1).= (1, 1),> f(2) = (2, 2), f(3) = (35-3),

f(4) = (4, 4), f(5) = (5, 9), f(6) = (0, 1), f(7) = (1, 2),

f(8) = (2, 3), f(9) = (3, 4) f(10) = (4,0), f(11) = (5, 1),

f(12) = (0, 2), . £(13) = (1; 3), f(14) = (2, 4), f(15) = (3, 9),

f(16) = (4, 1), {(17) = (5, 2), f(18) = (0, 3), f(19) = (1, 4),

f(20) = (2, 0), f(21) = (3, 1), f(22) = (4, 2), f(23) = (5, 3),

f(24) = (0, 4), f(25) = (1, 0), f(26) = (2, 1), f(27) = (3, 2),

f(28) = (4, 3), f(29) = (5; 4)
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It is straightforward to compute f(x) given an x. However, given a tuple in Z,,, x Z,, X «. x Z,,,

howdo wereverse-map it to Z,? At a more fundamental level, given a tuple (x1, X2,--. » Xp) €

Z,,X Zy, X +X Z,,, does an x € Zy even exist such that f(x) = (x1, X29-+. x4)? We next showthat
such a reverse mapping does indeed exist.

Define

N
a, = i 1<sicsk.

ni

Let @, denote the inverse of a, in the modulo 1; sense,i.e.,

@,xXa,=1(modn,), 1sisk.

Then, given a tuple (x), ¥2, ... x,) € Z,, X Zn, +++ X Zy,y Compute

x = (xy Xa) X QO, + XX aX A... + XX a, X |) mod N

We claim that f(x) = (x), x2, ... x). To verify the claim, we note that

(xy X ay X Q@ + XX aX Av. + Ny, X ay, X a) mod n; = x;

For a given 1, the term, x, x a, X @ mod , = x, since, by definition, a; and a, are inverses modulo
n, The other terms have the form, x, x a, X a mod 7, i # j. They are each zero. This is so since,
by construction, each a, i, has n; as a factor.

 

Example 3.15

Let N = 210 andlet n, = 5, n, = 6, 13; = 7.

Compute f1(3, 5, 2), ic., given x, = 3, x, = 5, x3 = 2, compute x.

We have

a, = N/n, = 42,

a, = N/ny = 35 and
a4,= Nin, = 30. /

a, = 42"' (mod 5) = 3

a, = 35"! (mod 6)=5 and
a; = 307 (mod 7) = 4.

So,

x = (xy Xd) XQ, + X.Xa,X QQ + xX; Xa; X a3) (mod N)
=(3*42*3 + 5*35*5 + 2%* 30% 4) (mod 210)

1493 (mod 210)
= 23

 SELECTED REFERENCES 

  

Number Theory and Discrete Structures are vast subjects and there are a large numberoftexts in

these areas. The relevant mathematical background for a first course in cryptography introduced in
this rext has been covered in this chapter. Further material on Number Theory may be found in
[JONE98], [ROSE04], [BURT02], or [SILVO6]. Further material on algebraic structures may be
found in [GALLO9], [DURB04], and [HERS96].  
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OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS

  

(403*6000* 5981*378) mod 9 equals
(a) 7 (b) 3 (c) 0 er 4

The smallest positive integer satisfying
x mod 501 = 10 and
x mod 502 = 10 is
(a) x = 251,502 (b) x = 512 (c) x = S11 (d) none of these

If gcd(a,b) = x and ged(b,c) = y, then ged(a,c) is

(a) xy (b) ged(x,y) (c) al (d) none of these

The numberof generators in the group (Z5, 35) is

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

The number of subgroups of the group (Z5, 35) is
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 5 (d) 6

Which of the following is/are an invalid size for a finite field?
(a) 100 (b) 89 (c) 289 (d) 133

The triplet, (Z,, 4, *) for non-prime 7 is
(a) a commutative ring (b) a non-commutative ring
(c) a ring with a multiplicative inverse (d) a field

 EXERCISES  

3.1

3.2
3.3

3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7
3.8

 

 

Does the following hold for any choice of a, b, x, and n?
xarb = xlarb) mod n (mod n)

Compute gcd(6622, 645).

Do each of the following inverses exist? If yes, what are they? If no, explain why not.

1027! (mod 411)
77! (mod 411)

Check whether 14 is a generator of the group (Z4s5>, *457)-
Can you think of a finite group that has
(a) no generator?

(b) only a single generator?
(c) IGl generators (where IGI is the cardinality of the group)?
(d) IGl - 1 generators?

Can you think ofa ring of size 9 (i.e., there are 9 elements in the ring). You should clearly
define the ring operations, + and *.
Is that ring also a field? Why or why not?
Re-do the multiplication table (Table 3.2) using the irreducible polynomial x* + x + 1 instead.
List all irreducible polynomials over Z, of degree 4.
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3.9 Consider the field GF(2*). Let field multiplication be performed modulo the irreducible poly.

nomial x* + x + 1. Compute cach of the following
(a) (1100) + (1001)

(tb) (1011) * (0111)
(ce) (1101)"'

3.10 The noon of a trace ts used to speed up certain cryptographic operations studied in Chapter
9, Consider the binaryfield, GF(2"). The trace of an clement, x, in the field, GF(2), is defined

as
1+ ==

Trix) = xe xt a xta x?

Prove that Trix) = 0 or 1 for arry x in the field.
3.11 An integer, =, 0 s = < 210, satisfies the following sct of congruences:

m mod $§=4

m mod 6 = 3

nm mod 7 = 2

What is x»?
3.12 Use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to obtain all square roots of 1 mod 840.

Also, list all the square roots of -] mod 840.

 ——— ANSWERS TO OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS === —

 

3.1 (c) 2 {a) 3.3 (d) 3.4 (b)

3.5 ib) 3.6 (abid) 3.7 {a)

a
e
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Basics of Cryptography

In this chapter, we introduce the basics of encryption and decryption. Early ciphers such as the
Caesar, Vignere, and Hill are studied. We then study the building blocks of modern secret key
ciphers — the transposition and substitution cipher. Some basic properties of ciphers and different
classes of attacks are also introduced.

4.1 PRELIMINARIES

Cryptographyis the science of disguising messages so that only the intended recipient can decipher
the received message. Cryptographyis the lynchpin of data security - besides providing for message
confidentiality, it also helps in providing message integrity, authentication, and digital sigmatures.
Without it, e-banking, e-trading, and e-commerce would simply not be a reality.

The original message or documentto betransferred ts called plamtext and its disguised version
is called ciphertext. It is often (but not always) the case thar the plaintext and ciphertext are binary
strings of the same length. The process of disguising the original plaintext is called emeryption and
the process of recovering the original plaintext from the ciphertext is called decryprror.

Encryption involves the use of an encryption function or algomthm, denoted by E, and an
encryption key, e. Likewise, decryption involves the use of a decryption furtction denoted by D, and

- a decryption key, d. These operations are summarized below.

c= E,(p) and

p Djc)

Here, p denotes a block of plaintext. It is encrypted by the sender to produce ciphertext denoted
by c. The second operation is performed bythe receiver on the ciphertext to recover the plaintext.

In the early days of cryptography, the actual algornthms for decrypuon were kept secret. More
recently, decryption algorithms for wireless communication were shrouded in mystery. “Ethical
hackers” reverse-engineered the code and discovered numerous bugs which were broughr ro the
attention of the cryptographic community. Had the deeryptuon algorithms been placed in the pablic
domain prior to their incorporation in standards, they would have been exposed to scrutiny and the
bugs in them would have been identified early on. Fortunately, today such examples are the
exception rather than the rule.

(Kexekborrs Principle: The secrecy should be in the key used for decryption, not in the decryption
r encryption algorithms,
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4.1.1 Secret versus “Public” Key Cryptography

There are two types of cryptography in widespread use - secret key cryptography and public key
cryptography. They are defined as follows:

e In secret key cryptography, both sender and receiver share a commonsceret — the same secret
is used for encryption as well as decryption. So e = d in the equation above. Hence, this form
of cryptographyis also referred to assymmetrickey_crvptography.
In public key cryptography, two distinct keys forming a key pair are used — theencryption
keyorpublic keyandthedecryptionkeyorprivatekey, The public key of a user is used to
encrypt messages to that user. It is intended to be known to the outside world. The corre.

sponding private key, however, should not be revealed to anyone. It is the private key of the
recipient that is used to decrypt the message.
Note that the private key here has no relation with the “secret key” used in secret key

cryptography. Because the public and private keys are distinct, this form of cryptographyis
also referred to as_asymunetric_keycryptography.

Let us see how the nwo types of cryptography may be employed when Alka intends to send a
confidential message to Brijesh.

If Alka and Brijesh share a secret key, &, then she encrypts the message using the commonsecret.
The encrypted message received by Brijesh is decrypted using the same secret. The secret key

operations are summarized below.

Operation performed by Alka c= E,(p)
Operation performed byBrijesh: p = D,(o)

On the other hand, Alka may wish to use public key cryptography. Assuming that Brijesh has a
public key—-private keypair, she would encrypt her message using his public key, B.pu. Brijesh then
decrypts the message using the corresponding private key, B.pr. Assuming that Brijesh keeps his
private key securely, he and only he can decrypt the messagereceived from Alka. The public key-
private key operations are summarized below.

Operation performed by Alka: c= Ep,,,(p)
Operation performed byBrijesh: p = Dz,,(c)

There are several cryptographic algorithms widely used today. The two best known onesfor secret
key cryptographyare the Data Encryption Standard (DES) covered in Chapter 5 and the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)coveredChapterOther examples of secret key algorithms include
Blowfish and RC4. The most widely used public key algorithms are RSA (named afterits origina-

tors) and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). These are dealt with in Chapters 6 and 9, respectively.
Choosing a particular cryptographic algorithm depends upona variety of factors. These include

ease of implementation (in hardware and/or software), hardware requirements (numberofgates,
memory), performance characteristics, and security. For military or high-value financial applica-

tions, security is of paramount importance. But what exactly does secure mean?

4.1.2 Types of Attacks

Ata veryhigh level, a cryptographic algorithm is secure if a cryptanalyst (a person with expertise
in breaking ciphers) is unable to

(a) obtain the corresponding plaintext from a given ciphertext
(b) deduce the secret key or the private key

Howwould the artacker proceed to realize the above objectives? He could accumulate copious
amounts of ciphertext. He would then look for patterns in the ciphertext in an attempt to recon-
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struct some plaintext and/or deduce the key. Such an attack which exclusively uses ciphertext is
referred to as a “known ciphertext” attack.

Occasionally, all or part of some plaintext blocks are predictable or may be guessed. A
cryptanalyst may then build a repertoire of corresponding plaintext, ciphertext pairs with the
intention of deducing the key. Such an attack is referred to as a “known plaintext” attack. It may
even be possible for a shrewd attacker to carefully choose pieces ofplaintext andtheninduce the
sender to encrypt such text. An attack on a cryptographic scheme which makes use of pairs of
attacker-chosen plaintext and the corresponding, ciphertext is referred to as a “chosen plaintext”
attack. oS
~The most obvious, though compute-intensive, attack with known plaintext is a brute force
attempt at obtaining the keybytrying all possible key values.
Let (P15 €1)s (P2s C2) += (Pins Gn) be plaintext—-ciphertext pairs.

for (each potential key value, & in the key space)

{
proceed = truce;
i=];

while (proceed==true && i<m) [

if (c; # Ex( pi))
proceed = false;

i++;

}

if (f = m+/)
print (“ Key Value is k™);

4.22 ELEMENTARY SUBSTITUTION CIPHERS

4.2.1 Monoalphabetic Ciphers

The most basic cipher is a substitution cipher. For ease of understanding, we consider English text
in all the examples in this chapter. Let £ denote the set of alphabets, (A, B, . . . Z). A mono-
alphabetic substitution cipher defines a permutation of the elements in L. There are 26! permuta-
tions; so, there are 26! possible monoalphabetic substitution ciphers.

The simplest substitution cipher is one that replaces each alphabet in a text by the alphabet k
positions away (in the modulo 26 sense). For k = 3, the substitutions are

© for A, & for B,... A for X, S for ¥etc

Such a schemeis referred to asa ‘Gieiascipher. A sample plaintext and the corresponding ciphertext
for k = 3 is —
Plaintext: WHAT IS THE POPULATION OF MARS

Ciphertext: 2KOWw LY MRA SLSXYOOMLEO Fy POUYV

approachtoatattacking sucha cipher istocompute the frequenciesof the different alphabets
accurringinthe ciphertext.Numerous studies have been conducted on the frequency distribution
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Figure 4.1 Average frequencyofletters in English text

of the alphabets in regular text (see Fig. 4.1). For example, it is known that the most frequently
occurring letters in English are E, T, and A (12.7%, 9.1%, and 8.2%, respectively).

Given a string of ciphertext, we could, as a first cut, substitute the three most frequently occur-
ring letters in the ciphertext for the three most frequently occurringletters in “regular” English text.
We could use other rules such as “The letters R and N never occur consecutively” or “Theletter
Q is usually followed by a U.” We could write a program that performs various substitutions on
the ciphertext and also enforces rules on the occurrence or non-occurrence of consecutiveletters.
Ir is possible to use insights on statistical properties of letters in English text to guess the plaintext °

by studying the ciphertext alone. This is the basis of a known ciphertext_attack.
In substitution ciphers, like the Caesar cipher, each letter is always substituted for another unique

letter. Such ciphers are saidtobe monoalphabetic. We next study polyalphabetic ciphers.
en

—
—
—

 

4.2.2 Polyalphabetic Ciphers

In a polyalphabetic cipher, the ciphertext corresponding to a particular character in the plaintext
is not fixed. It may depend on, for example, its position in the block. We next study two examples
of such ciphers.

The Vigenere Cipher

The Vigenere cipher is a polyalphabetic cipherthat_uses_a_multi-digitkey, k,, ky, ...» k,,. Here,
ky k3,...k,, are each integers. The plaintext is split into non--overlapping blocks, cach containing
m consecutive characters. Then thefirst letter of each block is replaced bythe letter k, positions
to its right, the second letter of each block is replaced bythe letter k, positions to its right, and so
on.
Plaintext: Wishing You Much Success

+

Key: 04 19 03 22 07 12 05 11 04 19 03 22 07 12 O05 11 04 19 03 22 07

Ciphertext: A BYODPY¥E JS H PQS T XFGVWVHAHAO?

at” The first letter in the above text is W. The corresponding key is 04. This means that the ciphertext
is the letter 4 positions ahead (in the modulo 26 sense). The key length = 8, i.e., the keystring repeats  
https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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after every 8 characters. There are four occurrencesof the letter “s” in the above text (for simplicity
we do not distinguish between upper and lowercase letters). However, each occurrence of “s”™is
encrypted as a different character in the ciphertext - “(/", “WY”, “O,” and “2”.

3

The Hill Cipher

The Hill cipher is another polyalphabetic cipher proposed by Lester Hill. As in the Vigenerecipher,
the plaintextis]broken into blocks ofsizes,However,thekey inthe Hill cipheris an 1 x mmmatrix
of integers between 0 and25. Unlike the Caesar and Vigenere ciphers, each characterinthe
ciphertext is a functionof allthe characters in that block.

Let Py, P2 - - P,, be the numeric representation of the characters in theplaintext_and let ©,,
Cn represent the corresponding characters in the ciphertext. To compute the ciphertext, we

map each alphabetto an integer. We use the mapping, A > 0, B > 1,... Z > 25. The relationship
betweenblockofplaintext andits ciphertext is expressed by

- Pi Ri + Pz m2 +... + Py Ky mod 26
= Py kyr + Pr kyr + ~~ © + Pry Kyyz Mod 26

 

Gy = P1 kim + P2 Ram ++ = + Pry Rin mod 26

This can be conveniently written as

e=pK (4.1)
Here, € and p are row vectors corresponding to the plaintext and ciphertext, respectively, and K
is the #1 X m matrix comprising the key.

At the receiver end, the plaintext can be recovered from the ciphertext by using
p=c K-!

(4.2)

Note that not all #: x m matrices have inverses. Decryption will fail if K issingular.
SS

 

Example 4.1

Consider a Hill cipher using a block size of 2 (» = 2).
Let

3 7
K= (75 a

Let a block of plaintext be (H I). The numeric equivalent of this block is (7 8).
We obtain the corresponding ciphertext using Eq. (4.1). This yields

3 7c= (7 8)* (73 )

= (11 15)

=(L P)

10 5“1 _m= (7 5)
Using Eq. (4.2) and the value of K~!, we can verify that the plaintext corresponding to te ciphertext
(LP) is indeed (H I).

It may be verified that

  
Bee _
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Howsecure are the above subsnrunon ciphers? We sawthat the Caesar cipher is susceptible to
ciphertext-only attacks that explort the trequenev of characters or character strings in English text,
Are similar attacks possible with the Vigenere and Hill ciphers?

In the Vigenere and Hill aphers, nwo occurrences of the same character string in the plaintext

will not, im general, result m idenneal character strings in the ciphertext output. However,_in the

Vigenerecipher, if nwotwoidenncalcharacterstanes occur in distinctblocks but their start positions

in the nwoblocks arethesame, then thetcorrespondingciphertext“outputsits will be thesame. In the

€ase of the Hill apher, tf rwo complete blocks are identical, then their ciphertexts will also be
idenneal.

While known ciphertext attacks need some luck, a known plaintext attack is relatively straight-
forward. In the case of the Vigenere apher, a single block of plaintext and its corresponding

ciphertext are all i takes to deduce the key.

With the Hill apher, grvenrt blocks of plaintext—<i hertext_pairs, it may be possible to deduce

the key matmx, K. A determinedattacker could launch a chosen plaintextneeechoosing
plaintext_blocks asbelow.

~ 1000...0
0100...0

0000...1

Using the first block of plaintext and its corresponding ciphertext, the attacker would obtain the
first row of K since c= p K. From the second block of plaintext and its corresponding ciphertext,
he’she would obtain the second row of K, and so on.

One-time Pad

The most secure cipher 1s a one-time pad. Both parties that wish to communicate agree beforehand
(through a secure off-line channel) to_an arbitrarilylong,random,.and non-repeatingsequence of

Plai- characters.The one-time pad performs encryption in much the same wayas the Vigenere cipher.
G if,forrexamplethe+-th-entry-inthepadisE(corresponding-t0-theinteger 4) and the i-th character
wy in the plamtext ts G, then the corresponding character in the ciphertext isfour characters, ahead of

. ie. K.

Tnthe.capher, the message size maybe several times the keysize, so each character in

"e“Mythe key1s used repeatedly. Moreover, multiple messages are encrypted with the samekeythus giving
the cryptanalyst manyleads. On the other hand, a one-time pad, bydefinition, is assumed to have

p ev no repeatingsubsequences. It ss completely random (ar least in theory) and_is-sot-re-used. Hence,
ae given a aphertext characters long, there is equal likelihood of it being produced from any
——> plaintext string of » characters. For this reason, a one-time pad is the most secure cipher ever

devised.
There are, however, some serious limitations in the use of the one-time pad. This includes the

secure communication of the pad (key)itself. The keyis as large as the message — safestorage of
such a large key ts non-trivial. Generatingsucha large random pad(it should not be pseudo-random
or have repeating subsequences) 18 a major challenge.

The substitunon cipher is one of the building blocks of modern symmetric ciphers, Another
building block is the transposition cipher, which we introduce next.

Liriano,a/ped.
or" Fn

oe shoe $F ety

G
>

e
g
e
e

 ferlrebon Ob Kb. ,
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4.3 ELEMENTARY TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS

A transposition cipher shuffles, rearranges, or permutes the bits in a block of plaintext.Unlike a

substitution cipher, the number of 0°s and 1's ina blockdoes not change after the shuffling.
For simplicity, we work with characters (letters) rather than bits. Imagine a block of plaintext

arranged in a matrix row by row as below.

Plaintext: Begin Operation at Noon

beg t
nope
rat

onat
moon

Let us rearrange the rows as follows
; Row 1 — 3, Row 2 > S, Row 3 — 2, Row 4 > 1 Row 5 — 4.

The resulting matrix is

: onat
rate

begi
moon
nm oO P e

| We nowrearrange the columns as follows

| Column 1 > 4 , Column 2 > 3, Column 3 => 1, Column 4 => 2.
The resulting matrix is

atno
t iar

i g ioe ob
) onon

peor

The ciphertext thus generated is

ATNOTIARGIEBONONPEON

To decrypt the message, the recipient would have to cast the cipher text in a 5 x 4 matrix, reverse
the column shuffles, and then reverse the row shuffles.

An adversary (or spy) could search ciphertext for “interesting” keywords such as “Atrack™ or
“Operation.” Theletters of the words in a message are not modified as in a substitution cipher bur
are strewn aboutin a block of the ciphertext. For example, with a combinarion of guesswork, luck,
andlimited prior information, a spy might be able to deduce that the planned start time of an attack
is 11:15 pm uponreceiving the following ciphertext.

e
e

e
e

a) fm - AOD i ~~ = as irre&
LIRCTATAMMOCPMSICENE

This is the ciphertext using the row and columnshuffling as in the example above. The correspond-
ing, plaintext is

Commence Attack 11 15 pm

RIQAR' 
Swaulahally NWetehanka Ranenlore - 360 064

BM S Institute af Technology Library
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ae Fn Dit44 OTHER CIPHER PROPERTIES2°"
4.4.1 Confusion and Diffusion ey ee
In 1949, Claude Shannon first proposed the ideas of confusion and diffusion in the operation of
a cipher. Comfiston_is theproperuofacipherwhereby. it_ provides no clue regarding the relation.

ship between the aphertext andthekey. This relanonship is obfuscated to the point where given
‘aplaintext p, a sequence of keys ky, £3, . . . &,, and the corresponding ciphertexts, E,,(p), Ex2(p),

. Ey(p), it ts near impossible to deduce the valuc of a new, arbitrarily chosen key, k,, used to
create the ciphertext. F,.(p).

Confusion reigns supreme with a cipherif. for any plaintext, p, if even a single bit in a key, k,
is changed to produce &’, then roughlyhalf the bits in the ciphertexts E,(p) and E,-(p) are different,
Moreover, the positions of the tlipped bits in the block are random.

While confusion 1s concerned with the relanonship between the key and the ciphertext, diffusion
is concerned with the relationship between the plamitext and thecorresponding ciphertext. Diffusion
holds if the statustics OF a block of the plaintext is irretrievably dissipated or scattered across the

block of its ciphertext. Thus, changing a single bit in a block of the plaintext will have the effect
of changing cach bit of the block of aphertext with probability 0.5. If this were, not the case,i.e.,
if the probability were closer to 0 or 1, the cryptanalyst could derive clues that might help in
mounting a known plamtext attack.

Practically speaking, a strong substirution function enhances confusion while transposition is

used to enhance diffusion. To get the benefit of both confusion and diffusion, both substitutions and

transpositions are combined to create product aphers, which is the principal design template for
contemporary symmetne block ciphers. A generic product cipheris introduced in the next chapter.

  

4.4.2 Block Ciphers and Stream Ciphers

With block ciphers, the plaintext is split_into fixed size chunks called blocks, and each block is
encrypted separately. Typicallyall blocks in the plaintext are encrypted using thesamekey. Block
cipNiérsinclude DES, AES, RSA, and ECC.
lock sizes used im secret key cryptography are usually smaller - 64 bitsinDES and 128 bits

in AES, The block stze in RSA 1s much larger - 768 or more bits, whilethe block size in ECC is

about 200 bits. If nvo blocks of plaintext within a message are identical, their corresponding
ciphertexts are identical. This statement, however, is only partially true. In the next two chapters,
we will study ways in which nwoidentical blocks of plaintext are transformed into different blocks
of ciphertext.

Unlike block ciphers, stream ciph ically te_on bits, The one-time pad is an example
of a stream cipher. Practical stream— typically generate a pseudo--random keystreamas a
function of a fixed length key and a per-message bit string. The key is knowntoboth the sender
and the receiver. The‘per-messagestringstringbemessage sequence number. Alternatively, it
could be a random number generated by the sender and transmitted rothe receiver along with the
encrypted message. The ciphertext is itself obtained by performing an ® operation between the
plaintext and the keystream.

An example of a stream cipher 1s RC4 used in the wireless LAN protocol, IEEE 802.11. Stream
ciphers are usually faster than block ciphers and use less complicated circuits. However, RC4 and
someother stream ciphers have been shown to be vulnerable to attack. Their use has not been as
widespread as block ciphers.  
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  SELECTED REFERENCES

A comprehensive reference for cryptographic algorithms and protocols is [SCHN96]. A more rig-
orous treatment is found in (MENEO1] and [STINOS].

   

OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS

4.1 Kerckhoff's Principle states that the secrecy of a cryptosystem should be a consequence of
(a) the secrecy of the encryption algorithm
(b) secrecy of the decryption algorithm
leysecrecy of the encryption key
(d) secrecy of the decryption key

4.2 Secret key cryptography is synonymous with
(a) symmetric key cryptography (b) asymmetric key cryptography
(c) private key cryptography (d) quantum cryptography

4.3 To encrypt a message from Alka to Brijesh using public key cryptography, the following is
needed:
(a) Alka’s private key (b) Alka’s public key
(c) Brijesh’ private key (d) Brijesh’ public key

4.4 Assuming the samekeyis used, two occurrences of the same plaintext character are encrypted
as identical output symbols in which of the following

(a) Caesar cipher (b) Vigenere cipher (c) Hill cipher (d) One-time pad
4.5 The one-time pad is susceptible to a

(a) known ciphertext attack (b) known plaintext attack
(c) chosen plaintext attack (d) none of the above

4.6 A product cipher is constructed using a combination of
(a) symmetric and asymmetric ciphers
(b) substitution and transposition ciphers
(c) monoalphabetic and polyalphabetic ciphers
(d) stream and block ciphers

4.7 For the same key, a single bit change in a block of plaintext should result in
(a) a change in exactly half the bits in the block of ciphertext
(b) a change in half the bits in the block of ciphertext (on average)
(c) a change in most of the bits in the block of ciphertext
(d) a change in a region of ciphertext different from the affected region of plaintext

 EXERCISES   

4.1 Design known plaintext attacks to obtain the key used in the
(a) Vigenere cipher

(b) Hill cipher
4.2 Consider a Hill cipher with m: = 3 (block size = 3) with key K shown below

25 3 7
5 9 21
11 8 13
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4.3

4.4

4.6

4.7

4.8

(a) What is the ciphertext corresponding to the plaintext (VO W)?

(b) What ts the plaintext corresponding to the ciphertext (7 & >)?
The inverse of the key matrix, K in the Hill cipher should exist, otherwise it will not be
possible to decrypt a given block of ciphertext. Showthat this translates to the following
necessary condition.

”

red (det K, 26) = 1

det K in the above equation is the determinant of the key matrix, K. All addition and
multiplication operations in computing the determinant are modulo 26,
Which of the nwo operations - substitution or transposition - causes diffusion? Which causes
confusion? Explain your answer.
A block of plaintext arranged in a matrix in row-major form (i.c., row by row) is shown
below on the left. It rs encrypted by performing a sequence of rowtranspositions, followed
by column transpositions followed again by rowtranspositions. The encrypted block appears

on the right.

=$$ ¢ ¢ Mm fF wnir oO

¢ Vv ow fr rcs eu
- —

mn crew o roey u

\r kno w oftfmew

Wharis the sequence of transposinons that were performed?

Consider a block of plaintext arranged in a matrix in row-major form (i.e., row by row). Can
any permutanon (re-arrangement) of the elements in the block be realized only by some
sequence of row and/or column transpositions (possibly interleaved)? If yes, give an informal

bur convincing proof. If no, provide a counter-example.
What 1s the number of possible substitution functions that maybe defined on a b-bit block?
(Assume that a 6-bit block of plaintext resulrs in a c-bit block of ciphertext.) Whar is the

number of transposition funcuons?
A cryptosystem has the following set of plaintexts, ciphertexts, and keys:

P= (0, 1, 2, 3}, C= {A, B, C, D) and X= (Ko, K,, K3, Ks).

The probabilities of the various plaintexts are

Pr(O) = 0.3, Pr(1) = 0.25, Pr(2) = 0.10, Pr(3) = 0.35

The usage probabilines of the keys are

Pr(Ky) = 0.2, Pr(Ky) = 0.35 , Pr(K;) = 0.25 , Pr(K;) = 0.2.
The decryption function is defined in the table below [for example, Ex,(3) = A).

 

 

  
 

 
 

  

| jofi]2]3
K,|/B [ADI C
K,|/D;]BICTA
Ki;/A][C{[bD]|B
K;}C |/A]BI[D

(a) Compute the conditional probabiliry, Pr(1IC).

(b) Wharis the probability of occurrence of the ciphertext, A?
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(c) A cryptosystem preserves perfect secrecy if and only if
(Vp € P\(%e © C) [Priple) = Prip)|

Does the cryptosystem as defined provide perfect secrecy? If not, why not?Are there any necessary conditions on the decryption function (represented bythe table) forperfect secrecy? If so, what are they?
Are the above conditions sufficient? Explain.

4.9 Does a one-time pad achieve perfect secrecy? Why or why not?
4.10 State one advantage of a block cipher vis-a-vis a stream cipher.

State one drawback of a stream cipher vis-a-vis a block cipher.
4.11 Could you think of an application for which a block cipher is more appropriate and an

application where a stream cipher is more appropriate? Justify your answers.

—— ANSWERS TO OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS ==

4.1 (d), also (c) in the case of secret key cryptography
4.2 (a) 4.3 (d) 4.4 (a) 4.5 (d)
4.6 (b) 4.7 (b)
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There are two types of secret key ciphers - stream ciphers and block ciphers. In this chapter, we
focus on block ciphers. We first introduce the product cipher. This provides a template upon which
most modern daysecret key ciphers are based. We then study the Data Encryption Standard (DES),
which is one of the most widely used block ciphers for secret key cryptography. A newstandard
for secret key cryptographyis the Advanced Encryption Standard. A studyof this is deferred to
Chapter 9. After studying DES, we explore various modes of operation of block ciphers. Applica-
tions of secret key ciphers are then discussed. Finally, we examine attacks launched on block
ciphers. In particular, we focus on linear cryptanalysis.

Cr tor

5.1 PRODUCT CIPHERS | . f

In Chapter 4, elementary substitution and transposition (or permutation) ciphers were introduced,
Modern daysecret-key ciphers are typically synthesized using the Substitution Box (S-Box) and the
Permutation Box (P-Box) as described in this section.

An S-box is a device that takes as input a (binary) string of length m and returns a (binary)

string! of length m. While it is often the case that 7 = , this need not always be so. In DES, for
example, m1 > n. An S-boxis easily implemented using a table (or array) of 2” rows with each row
containing an n-bit value. The input to the S-box is used ro index the table which returns the
n-bit output of the S-Box.
A P-Box performs a permutation or re-arrangement of the bits in the input. A permutation is

morerestrictive than a substitution. For example, the numberof zeros in the output of the P-Box
is equal to the number of zeros in its input while an S-box imposes no such restriction.
A P-Box or S-box byitself is not sufficiently powerful to create a secure cipher. However, it has —

been shown that by cascading P-Boxes and S-Boxes alternately, the strength of a cipher can be
greatly increased. Such a cipher is referred to as a product cipher, There are actually three opera-
tions that take place in sequence as shown in Fig. 5.1:
(1) an operation involving a function of the encryption key
(2) a substitution and
(3) a permutation

'For simplicity, we work with binary strings for both input and output though,in general, the strings could be alphanu-
meric, decimal, ete.

c
a
e
e
e
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| Figure 5.1 Three-round SPN network

These operations are repeated over many rounds or iterations. Of the three operations, the first is
the only one that involves the encryption key. It is usually an © of the input to this step and the
“round” key. Each round key is a function of the bits in the encryption key.

As mentioned earlier, the S-box is usually implemented as a table. If the block size of the cipher
is b, the size of the table that implements a b x b S-box is b x 2° bits. Thus, the table size increases
exponentially with the numberof inputs. As an example, for b = 64,the size of the table is 2”bits
which is a thousandbillion billion bits!
To save table space, a single S-box is broken into multiple S-boxes as shown in each round of

Fig. 5.1. If s is the number of S-boxes, the number of inputs to each S-box is b/s. Each S-boxis
now implemented using a table of size (b/s)2°* bits. Thus, the total size of all the S-boxes is
b x 2°bits. For a block size of 64, the use of eight S-boxes (each with 8 inputs) would bring down
the storage requirements to about 16,000 bits.
What is the contribution of the S-boxes? Assuming theyare well-designed, their main contribu-

tion is toinject non-linearity into the design of the cipher. Non-linearity implies the absence of a
linear relationship berween anysubset of bits in the plaintext, cipher text, and key. We return to
this subject in greater detail in Section 5.6.

Finally, the third step in each round oriteration is a permutation. A P-Box re-orders the inputs _
that it receives. By so doing, it diffuses or spreads contiguous bits of the input across the entire
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a,

block. Without the P-Box, thefirst b/s bits of the output would be a function of the first b/s bits
of the input, the second b/s bits of the output would be a function of the second b/s bits of the input
and so on. Without P-Boxes, a single bit change in the plaintext would have onlylocal effect leaving
most bits unchanged. The absence of diffusion makes cryptanalysis of a cipher mucheasier.

The secret key cipher should be designed so that, for the same key, a single bit change in the
plaintext should invert each bit in the ciphertext with probability 0.5. Likewise, for the same
plaintext, a single bit change in the key should invert each bit in the ciphertext with probability0.5,

5.2 DES CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we study the construction of DES. DES is the successor to a cipher called Lucifer

designed by cryptographers at IBMin the 1960's. It was first published in March 1975 and was
chosen by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards or NBS(later re-named National Institute of
Standards and Technology or NIST) as the standard cipher for secret key cryptography in January
1977.

5.2.1 Fiestel Structure

The DES block size is 64 bits. DES uses either 56 or 128 bit keys. A single block of plaintext is
transformed into ciphertext after passing through the following stages [Fig. 5.2(a)]:

@ an initial permutation ,
e 16 rounds of a given function
e a 32-bit left-right swap and
e a final permutation

164

| Initial permutation | 4 R\-1
 

 

 

Row

  
   

 

   
  

 

  
 
 

Left—right
swap

i Fiestel

Final permutation structure

Encryption, ------- Decryption 
 

(a) Stages in DES encryption (b) Single round of DES

Figure 5.2 DES operations
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Each of the 16 roundsis functionally identical. Such an iterative design is economical from the
perspective of chip area (in hardware implementations) or code size (in software implementations).

The structure of each DES round is explained below.
Let L;., and R,., be the left and right halves of the input to round #. As shown in Fig. 5.2(b)

L;= Ry} (5.1)

R; = L,_, ® f (R,1 K,) (5.2)

The function f is applied at each round andis referred to as the “round” function. Each round uses
a round_key,.which is one of the inputs to f. Each round key is derived from the DES key.

The process of decryption involves obtaining L,_, and R,, from L, and R,. Execution proceeds
from bottom to top and is summarized bythe following equations derived from Eqs (5.1) and (5.2): '

R., = L;
L,_, = R; ® f (L,, K;)

Note that decryption too involves computing f( ), not f-'( )! The implication of this fact is thar the

function f does not even haveto beinvertible [see dashed lines in Fig. 5.2(b)]. The structure of such
a cipheris attributed to Horst Feistel (one of the key designers of DES). A cipher that has such a
structure is referred to as a Feistel cipher.

5.2.2 Round Function

A round function [Fig. 5.2(b)] involves four operations:
e Expansion
e © with the round key

\ e Substitution
e Permutation

The input to the round function is R,_}, a 32-bit quantity [Fig. 5.2(b)]. This is first expanded into
48 bits by repeating somebits and interchanging their positions. The 48-bit quantity is then Ged
with the round key, K, (which is different for each round). The bits in a round keyare a function
of the bits in the original 56-bit key.

The result of the © operation is divided into eight 6-bit chunks. Each chunk is substituted by a
4-bit chunk, totalof 8 different S-boxes provide the eight substitutions. An S-box is implemented
using a 4 x 16 array. Each rowofthe array is a permutation of the numbers 0 through 15. Two
bits of the #-th chunk serve as a rowindex into the i-th table (Fig. 5.3) and the remaining four bits
serve as a columnindex. The output of the S-box is simply the 4-bit string pointed to by the row
and column indices.
Much thought has goneinto different aspects of the design of DES. The number of rounds (why

16 and not less?), the S-boxes, and the permutations have each been chosen to thwart a number

of potential attacks of a sophisticated nature, which the designers of DES seemed to haveantici-
pated.

5.3. MODES OF OPERATION

DESand other block-oriented secret key schemes can be employed in different modes — each with
its own advantages and disadvantages. The most straightforward approachis to encrypt each block
separately (Fig. 5.4). This mode of operationis referred to as ECB or Electronic Code Book Mode.
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One drawback of the ECB modeis that identical blocks of plaintext will be encrypted as identical
blocks of ciphertext. Suppose, for example, an eavesdropper notices that blocks 23 and 95 ofthe
ciphertext are equal. If, in addition, he/she knows(or can guess) the value of block 23 of plaintext,
he/she can then deduce the content of block 95 of the plaintext. Another drawback of this mode
of operation is that a re-ordering of blocks by an attacker, while in transit, will not be detected by

the receiver.
The above drawbacks can be overcome by combining the previous block of ciphertext with the

current block of plaintext before performing the encryption. In Fig. 5.5(a), C;_; is ®ed with P; and
then encrypted to produce C,. This has theeffect of “randomizing” the input to the encryption box
so that two identical blocks of plaintext will, with high probabiliry, map to different ciphertext

values. This mode of operation is referred to as Cipher Block Chaining (CBC).
To jump-start the process of encryption, an initialization vector, TV, is used (Fig. 5.5). This is

usually a random b-bit string, where b is the block size. The initialization vector should be known
to (or agreed upon by) both sender and receiver. To perform decryption, reverse the arrowsin Fig.
5.5(a) and also replace the E-box by a D-box (decryption). Decryption is shown in Fig. 5.5(b).

One drawback of the CBC modeis thar, if a block of ciphertext is received in error, that block
and the next will both be decrypted to incorrect blocks of plaintext. Thus, the error propagates to
the next block unlike in the case of the ECB mode. A feature of both ECB and CBCis that a block
is encrypted in its entirety. In some applications, it may be desirable to encrypt and transmit only
part of a block. For example, a sender might produce bytes intermittently. In real-time applications,
it may be unacceptable to wait for an entire block of plaintext to be produced and only then
encrypted and sent. The next mode addresses this issue.

Instead of transmitting ciphertext blocks of size, b, Cipher Feedback Mode (CFB), encrypts and
transmits sub-blocks of size s. This mode uses a shift register of size b (Fig. 5.6). The steps in
encryption are the following:

e
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5.6 | CFB modeof operation

(1) The shift register is initially loaded with the initialization vector (IV).
(2) The contents of the shift register are encrypted with the cipher key.
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(3) The mostsignificant s bits of the b-bit output are then ® ed with s bits of plaintext to create
the next s-bit chunk of ciphertext. The remaining b — s bits, of the ourput are discarded,

(4) The shift register is shifted left by s bits. In the process, the leftmost s bits are lost.

(S) Then, the s bits of ciphertext are inserted into the vacated (rightmost s bits of the shift
register).

Decryption is easily derived from the scheme for encryption. Note that, unlike in the other modes,
decryption is performed using the encryption function, One drawback of this mode is that the
number of encryption operations per b-bit block is now b/s as compared to just a single encryption
in the ECB or CBC modes.

A mode thatis used in somesecurity protocols is the Counter Mode. A b-bit counteris initialized
to a random value. This value is encrypted with the secret key and then @ ed withthe first block
of plaintext. The counter is then incremented, the incremented value is encrypted and ® ed with
the next block ofplaintext to create the next block of ciphertext and so on (Fig. 5.7). Care should

be taken to ensure that the initial value of the counter is truly random and are not re-used,
Otherwise, secret key encryption using this mode may be compromised by a knownplaintext
attack. There are several advantages of the Counter Mode of operation. First, blocks of plaintext

can be encrypted in any order unlike CBC and CFB modes. Also, multiple plaintext blocks can be
processed in parallel, thereby speeding up encryption. Indeed the encryption of the counter values
can be performed even before the plaintext is available for encryption. Once the plaintext is

available, computing the ciphertext is only a matter of performing the inexpensive ® of encrypted

counter values (which were pre-computed) and the blocks of plaintext.
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Figure 5.7 Counter mode ofoperation

5.4 MAC AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

The principal use of secret key cryptographic schemes such as DESis to provide message confiden-
tiality. It is also used to protect the privacy of stored documents by encrypting them with a key
known to the owner of the document.

Secret key cryptographyis also used for authentication. There are two types of authentication
— entity authentication and message authentication. Entity authentication involves making sure that
the party you are establishing connection with is indeed the party you intend to communicate with.
We studythe protocols for entity authentication using secret and public key cryptography in
Chapter 11.

e
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Message authentication involves making sure that each message received is indeed from the party

that has participated in the establishment of that connection/session. Message authentication is

handled on a per-message basis. Message authentication and message integrity can both be provided
by a keyed checksum called a MACor Message Authentication Code.

A MACis a fixed-length, one-way function of both a message and a secret shared by the sender
and receiver. For each message to be sent, the sender computes a MAC, which is appended to the
message. Onreceipt of the message and MAC, the recipient computes the same function on the
message and secret shared with the sender. This process is called MAC verification and succeedsif

the MAC computedby the recipient and that received by him/her match. Necessary properties of
a MACinclude the following:
(1) If even a single bit of the message is corrupted, the MAC for the new message should be quite

different from the MAC computed on the original message.
(2) It should be computationally infeasible to deduce the secret knowing one or more

<message, MAC> pairs.
(3) It should be computationally infeasible to generate a MAC for any new message without

knowledge of the secret even if an attacker has knowledge of one or more <message, MAC>

pairs,

Property 1 is used to verify the integrity of a received message. Properties 2 and 3 imply that
if verification succeeds, the message recipient can be sure that the received MAC was created by
none other than the party with whom the recipient shares the secret key. We conclude by studying
the use of DES in generating a MAC.

Imagine encrypting cach message block using DES in CBC mode with the encryption key being
the secret shared by sender and receiver (Fig. 5.5). The IV used here ts agreed upon beforehand or
it could be chosen by the sender and sent to the receiver together with the message and the MAC.
All blocks of the ciphertext except for the last are discarded. The last block is used as the MAC
for that message. Note that the MACis a function of the entire message and the sharedsecret.
Properties 1-3 above are guaranteed if a secret key cipher such as DES is employed.

5.5 ATTACKS

One attack on DESis a known plaintext attack. The attacker gathers a number of plaintext-
ciphertext pairs obtained by the use of the same key. With 56-bit DES, for example, each of the
2° possible keys are applied to a block of plaintext to determine which key creates the correct
ciphertext. This is repeated for other plaintext-ciphertext pairs using the keys that were successful
in all previous iterations until a single consistently successful key is found.

To investigate the insecurity of 56-bit DES, RSA Security Lab sponsored a series of contests to
find, in minimumtime, the key used to encrypt a bunch of text. In the third such contest held in
January 1999, a combined team comprising the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and
Distributed.net (a non-profit organization) broke all previous records.

EFF bagged the top slot in an earlier contest in July 1998 using DES Cracker - a $250,000
machine built with 1500 chips specifically designed for cracking DES. The January 1999 contest
saw DEScracker being used in conjunction with about 10,000 PCs connected to the Internet. The
idle CPU power of these widely dispersed PCs was harnessed to run a special client in the back-
ground. A numberof keyservers were used to distribute the keys. This combined effort was able
to obtain the DES key in only 22 hours (down from 56 hours using the DES Cracker alonein the
earlier contest).
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Given the vulnerability of $6-bit DES, is it possible to enhance the security of DES by doing a

double encryption with two different keys?
In the case of Double DES, the ciphertext, G, is obtained from the plaintext, #, using

C = Ex(Ey (®)) f=1,2,...98 (5.3)

Since the number of key combinations is 2* x 2%, it appears that a brute force attack on Double

DES would take time proportional to 2'', However, the following attack based on known

plaintext-ciphertext pairs shows that the time to attack Double DESis still proportional to 256)

Suppose the following known plaintext-ciphertext pairs are available:

(P,, Cy), (Po, G)y - - = (Pe G). From Eq. 5.3, it follows that

Di (G) = E,3(f) r=1, 2, oe i (5.4)

We first consider the pair (7,, C,). We create two tables. Thefirst table lists all pairs k’, Dy(C)) for

all possible 25° values of k’. We also create a table that lists all pairs k”, E,-(P,). The first table is

sorted on the column, D,(G) and the second table is sorted on E,-(#,). We scan both tables looking

for a match of values in columns D,-(G) and E,-(2,). When a match does occur, we note that the

corresponding values in the columns k’ and k” could correspond to the two encryption keys used

to obtain C, from #, in Eq. (5.3). There maybe several such matches, in which case the correspond-

ing k’ and k” values are potential candidates for the encryption keys.

We repeat this experiment for the other known plaintext-ciphertext pairs in turn, each time

considering only key pairs thar satisfy Eq. (5.4) for all previous plaintext-ciphertext pairs. The

actual encryption keys are the ones that appear as candidates for each of the known plaintext-

ciphertext pairs.

Creating these tables and scanning them rake time proportional to the numberofdistinct 56-bit

keys or 25°. Sorting the table of size 1 takes O(n log 1) time. Since log 2 grows much more slowly

compared to », the log 7 term is usually ignored. So the time to find the encryption keys in Double

DESis still proportional to 2*6 as in Single DES! To enhancethe security of DES, a commonly used

strategy is the use of Triple DES or 3-DES.

3-DES employs three successive encryptions with three distinct keys. In practice, only two dis-

tinct keys are used to obtain the ciphertext as follows

C= Ey, (Dyz (Ex; (P))) (5.5)

The time complexity of a brute force attack in this case is proportional to Qa * = te,

Differential cryptanalysis [BIHA91], pioneered by Biham and Shamir,is a chosen plaintext attack.
It examines the transformations that rworelated plaintexts undergo during encryption by each key
from a set of candidate keys. Based on this, each keyis assigned a probability of being the real key.
Again, two plaintexts are chosen that differ in the same bit positions as the earlier chosen plaintexts
and the process is repeated. Biham and Shamir [BIHA93] showthat the key can be obtained by
inspecting about 2%” plaintext—ciphertext pairs - an improvement over 2°° in a brute-force attack.

Linear cryptanalysis, pioneered by Matsui [MATS93], tries to find approximatelinear relation-
ships between key bits, bits of plaintext, and bits of ciphertext. It requires about 2%? plaintext-
ciphertext pairs. In practice, however, these schemes using cryptanalytic techniques do not perform
as well as the embarrassingly parallel brute-force attacks described earlier. For example, a linear
cryptanalytic attack on 46-bit DES took 10 days and it took an additional 40 days to generate the

known plaintext-ciphertext pairs {MATS93]! Nevertheless, a solid understanding of cryptanalytic
attacks provides valuable insights into the design of a secure secret key cipher.
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5.6 LINEAR CRYPTANALYSIS

5.6.1 Preliminaries

The basic idea in linear cryptanalysis is to identify linear relationships between bits in the plaintext,
ciphertext, and key that hold “universally” for every choice of plaintext and key. Formally, we
attempt to identify equations of the following form:

Pi, ... OP, OC, ...0C, @K, ®...®K, =0 (5.6)

OR
P,®...8P, @C,...8C, OK, @...@K, =1 (5.7)

Here, C;, ... C.» Pi, --- Pis and K, ... K,, are, respectively, the subsets of bits in the ciphertext, G
obtained by encrypting plaintext, P, using key, K,.

For well-designed ciphers, there should be NO suchrelationships! The existence of one or more

such relationships provides the attacker with valuable clues in connection with some ofthe bits of
the key. It is the S-boxes that makeit hard to establish such relationships since S-boxes are the only

non-linear componentin the cipher. For an ideal S-box, all equations of the form Eq. (5.6) or
Eq. (5.7) should hold with probability /%. In practice, however, we maybe able to find bits in the
plaintext, ciphertext, and key thatsatisfy Eq. (5.6) with probability sufficiently different from “2.
The more the deviation from %, the higher is the chance of a successful cryptanalytic attack. We
call the deviation of the probability from % as the bias and denoteit as PB.

There are twosteps in carrying out linear cryptanalysis:
e Thefirst step is identifying linear relationships similar to thar described by Eq. (5.6).
e The second step employs knownplaintext-ciphertext pairs to obtain all or part of the key.

We describe these steps in the next two subsections.

5.6.2 Step 1: Identifying Linear Relationships

To obtain relationships expressed in Eqs (5.6) or (5.7) that hold with a high probability bias, we

repeatedly combine linear expressions of the following form:

X,=P,®..@P,@1,0...01,8K,08...8K;,
with expressions of the form

X,=1,,0...01, 08K, @ ... @ Ky

to create expressions of the form X, ® X3.
Here Pj, ... Pj, are bits of the plaintext, J; ... J;, and J;, ... I;, are inputs to S-boxes. Kj, ... Kj, and
Kj, ... Kj, are bits of the round keys.

In the treatmentof linear cryptanalysis, we often need to estimate the bias of X, S X, given the
biases of the random, Boolean variables, X, and X,.

Let X, and X, be two independent, binary random variables. Prob[X, = 0] and Prob[X, = 0] are
known. Let B, and B, be the biases of X, and X,, respectively.

Prob [X, ® X, = 0] = Prob [(X, = 0 and X, = 0) or (X, = 1 and X, = 1)]

= (%2 + By) (% + By) + (% — By) (4 — B)
= % + 2B,B, (5.8)

Hence the bias of X, ® X, is 2B,B3. This result is a special case of what is called the Piling-up
Lemma.

p
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We next illustrate the first step in linear cryptanalysis with an example of a toy three-round
cipher. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the block size of this cipher is 9 bits. Each round involves a substi-

tution followed by a permutation and a round key addition step. In addition, there is a round key
addition step preceding the first round.
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Figure 5.8 Deriving a high-bias linear expression

Weuse the noration J, J,,... 1,4 to denote the inputs to the S-boxes in round j. Likewise, Oj,

O,)...-O,. are the ourputs of the S-boxes in roundj. Finally, K,,; K,) ... K,9 are the bits of the
round key in round ;. Note that round key addition performs an @ of each bit of the input with
the corresponding bit of the round keybit. So, for example, P; ® Ky, = 1); and O,, ® Ky7 = Ih7

Each of the S-boxes in Fig. 5.8 realizes the same substitution shown in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1 S-Box definition and bias computation
 

 

 

Substitution ; > >

11,1, |O,0,0, 1.®©0,®0, =0 I,®1,®O0, =0 1,@1,80,00,20

0003000 v v v
0017010 v x *
010-5001 v x“ wv

0117100 ¥ x x

10075111 ¥ ¥ v
10173101 v x x

11035110 v x v
11135011 ¥ x x

Bias = 8/8 - Bias = 2/8 - Vs Bias = 4/8 — 2
= =-"% =0
 

————————

Example 5.1

We attempt to obtain a random variable that has a “high” bias. The random variable will be a
linear combination of subsets of

e plaintext bits,

e bits in the round keys, and
e input bits to the S-Boxes in Round 3.

It is helpful to start by considering random variables comprising different combinations of inputs
and outputs to/from a single S-Box. Two such combinations are 1; G O, © O, and 1, SI, S Oj.
Given the substitution function appearing in the leftmost column of Table 5.1, their computed
values (0 or 1) are shown in each rowof Table 5.1. Accordingly, their biases (rowards 0) are %

and —4, respectively. Since the first of these expressions has a high bias, we use it to construct a

random variable. In terms of the inputs and outputs of $,, (leftmost box of Round 1), our first
random variable, X, is

Xi = I,3 8 O11 8 O)> (5.9)

It can be expressed in terms of a plaintext bit, P; and inputs to the S-Boxes in Round2 (I,, and
I,4). Since P; ® Ko3 = Ih O11 @ Kua = I,, and O;3 8 Kia = Ins (see Fig. 5.8), it follows that

X; = P; 8 Thy 8 Ih4 8 Ko3 8 Ky, 8 Ky4 (5.10)

We next attempt to identify a high-bias random variable, X,, that combines [, , and some outputs
of S,, (leftmost S-Box in Round 2). One such combinationis I, , and O,;. From Table 5.1, it may

be verified that Xz has a bias = 4. From Fig. 5.8, O,; ® K,> = 1;>. This allows X, to be expressed
as

Let X; = X, ® X;. Since the bias of X, is % and that of X, is 4, the bias of X; = 2(%)(14) = 4
from the Piling-up Lemma. Substituting from Eqs 5.10 and 5.11, we get

X; = P,; 8 Ins @ I;> ®@ Ko. @ Kia eS Kis 8 K,- (5.12)

We next search for a high-bias random variable, X4, that combines J,, and some outputs of S)>.
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One such combinationis I), and O,; with bias = 4, Once again, from Fig. 5.8, O25 ® Kz,5 = 1, .,
This allows Xy to be expressed as

X4 = Iy4 @ Ky5 @ 1;5 (5.13)

Let Xs = X; ® Xq. The bias of X, is 2(44)(4) = 1/8. Also, from Eqs 5.12 and 5.13,

X; = P; ®@1,; ® 137 ® Kg; ® Ky, ® Ky, ® Kz,5 ® K27 (5.14)SSS

We now summarize what has been accomplished in the preceding example. We built random

variables involving the inputs and outputsof three S-Boxes, $1 1, $3.1, and S;. We combined these
random variables into a single one, Xs with a bias = 1/8. As desired, Xs involves bits of the
plaintext, round keys, and inputs to the S-Boxes in Round 3. Figure 5.8 shows the step-wise

combining of these variables. In general then, we derive a biased linear expression, denoted by X
defined by

X=P,@...0P, @7,0...01,08% (5.15)
where P,, ... P, are bits of the plaintext, J;, ... J;, are inputs to S-boxes of the last stage and «

represents the sum ofselected bits in the round keys of different stages (except for the last stage).

The next task is to use known (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs to deduce certain bits in the secret key.

5.6.3 Step 2: Using Known Plaintext-Ciphertext Pairs

In this step, we focus attention on obtaining bits of the key used in the last round. We use the

following strategy:
Consider all S-Boxes in the last stage that haveat least one input included in the linear expression

derived in Step 1 [Eq. (5.15)]. In the context of Example 5.1, the relevant S-Boxes are $3and S33.
They have inputs I; and I;->, respectively [see Eq. (5.14) and Fig. (5.8)]. We then focus on the

following:
e The outputs of the relevant S-Boxes in the last stage (for Example 5.1, these are O34, O3,5,

O;, and O;-, O35, O3,9).
e The bits of the last round keythar will be @ ed with the above S-Box outputs (for Example

5.1, these are K;5, K35, K3¢, K3>, K3,5, and K35).
e Thebits of the ciphertext affected by the above © operation (for Example 5.1, these are Cy,

Cys, Cy, Cs, Cg, and Coz).
We refer to each of the above sets of S-Box outputs, round key bits, and ciphertext bits as the

relevant variables. Given theset of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs, we then run the procedure outlined

in Fig. 5.9.
Suppose the number of known plaintext—ciphertext pairs is m. For an incorrect choice of final

round keybits, 4 the value in score[K’] would be expected to be close to 2/2. However, for the

correct choice of %, the value of score[X’] would be quite different from 2/2. The extent of
deviation from 7/2 is a function of the bias of the linear expression in Eq. (5.15). This assumes that
7 is sufficiently large to begin with. Matsui [MATS93] has shown that, for the attack to succeed,

the number of known (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs should be around 4.

We summarize Step 2 by completing Example 5.1 of the last subsection.  
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Let X‘denote the sequence ofrelevant bits in the key for the last round.

/{ This procedure attempts to find the true value of %’.

// score[ ] is used later to determine the most likely value of

for (each plaintext-ciphertext pair, (P;, G)) {

extract the relevant bits of G

for (K' = 00...0 to IL.) {

perform the ® ofthe relevant bits of G and xX’

to obtain the output values of the relevant S-Boxes
in the last round

use the definition of the inverse S-Box to obtain
the inputs to the relevant S-Boxes

extract the values of the inputs to the S-Boxesthat also
appear in the linear expression [Eq. (5.15)]

extract the values in #; that also

appearin the linear expression [Eq. (5.15)]
obtain the value of K by setting X = 0 in Eq. (5.15)

and by substituting from ?; for the
; plaintext bits in Eq. (5.15)

and substituting for relevant inputs to S-boxes
if(K =1) score[X’] €© score[X’] +1

}

"Figure5.9) Procedure for identifying bits of the round key

 

| Example 5.2

t The linear expression derived in Example 5.1 (with bias B = 1/8) is

X5= P; @1;5@ 13,@ Ky; ® K,, © Ky4@ Ky; @ Ky5

=P;@1,;;81,,8%

The relevant S-Boxes in the last round are S,, and S$, ,. The relevantbits of the last round key, X’,
are K3 4, K3.5, K3,¢6, K3,7, K3,g, and K39. The relevant bits of the ciphertext are C,, C;, C,, Cz, Ce,

and Co. Foreach given (plaintext-ciphertext) pair, we iterate overall 2° possible values of 47 . We

set X, = 0, so Kis computed from

K=P;@1;,;0 135

We update score[ ] and choose the most likely value of XX’ based on the final values in

score[ ] as described above.
 

e
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[FIPS 46-3] defines the mathematical steps in DES required to transform plaintext into ciphertext.
NIST special publication [NIST800-38] is an excellent source for various cipher modes. [BIHA91]
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and [BIHA93] are pioneering works on differential cryptanalysis, while [MATS93] introduceslinear
cryptanalysis. [HEYSO1] is a well-written tutorial on both types of cryptanalysis. Material on the
EFF DES Cracker may be found in [EFF].

 

 OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS

 

5.1 A Substirution Box provides

(a) diffusion only (b) confusion only
(c) both diffusion and confusion (d) neither confusion nor diffusion

5.2 The number of rounds in 56-bit DES and 128-bit DES are respectively
(a) 12 and 12 (b) 12 and 16

(c) 16 and 16 (d) 16 and 20

5.3 The block size in 56-bit DES and 128-bit DESare respectively
(a) 64 and 64 bits (b) 64 and 128
(c) 128 and 128 (d) 128 and 256

5.4 A MACprovides
(a) message integrity (b) message confidentiality

(c) message authentication (d) message non-repudiation

5.5 A MAC maybe implemented using DES in
(a) ECB mode (b) CBC mode

(c) CFB mode (d) counter mode

5.6 If the biases of three binary random variables, X,;, X2, and X; are respectively — 4, A, and

1/8, then the bias of X, © X, @ X;is

(a) -1/32 (b) 1/8 (c) 1/16 (d) —1/16

5.7 Attacks based on linear cryptanalysis use

(a) chosen ciphertext only (b) chosen plaintext

(c) known ciphertext only (d) known plaintext—ciphertext pairs

 EXERCISES  
 

5.1 Consider a function whose range and domain are both 64-bit binarystrings. f is defined as:

f(x) =,(x), 0 < x < 2% — 1, Here, E denotes 56-bit DES encryption. Is this mapping onto

[i.e., for an arbitrary 64-bit string y, is it always true that there exists a plaintext, p, such that

E,(x) = y]? Explain your answer.
2 The function f used in each round of DES is invertible. Yes or No? Explain.
.3 Do you agree with the statement that an increase in keysize of 1 bit doubles the security of

DES? Justify your answer. °

5.4 (a) Let K be a 56-bit DES key that encrypts p,; as ¢c), .c., Ex(py) = cy. Wharis the probability
that there exists another key, K’, such that Exy(p,) = ¢,?

(b) Let K be a 56-bit DES key that encrypts p, as ¢, and py as C3,i.e. Ex(p,) = c, and Ex(p;)
= ¢,. Whatis the probability that there exists another key, K’, such that Ex(p,) = c, and

Ex(P3) = 3?
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5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

§.11

3-DES,defined as Ey,(Dy(Ex;(p))) was proposed to enhance the security of single DES. Why

do you think 3-DESis defined this way? Would its security be enhancedif it were defined as
Ex(ExlExs(P)))?

Refer to Figure 5.5 which shows message encryption in CBC mode. Suppose the positions of
the XOR gate and the encryption box were swapped, whateffect would this have on security?
Which of the following is/are true and why? The Initialization Vector (IV) in CBC mode

should be

e a constant known only to sender and receiver
e a non-secret constant

e a random variable known only to sender and receiver
e a non-secret random variable

State one advantage of the counter mode over CBC mode and one possible drawback of the

counter mode.

A single bit error occurs in exactly one block of ciphertext during transmission. Howwill this

affect the recovery of plaintext in each of the following modes?

ECB, CBC, CFB, Counter.

Commentonthe choice of the following substitution function for an 2 x » S-Box in an SPN.

S(x) = (x + 1) mod n, lei<n

Consider a three-round SPN as shownin Fig. 5.1. Write a linear expression involving bits in
the plaintext, round keys and inputs to the third stage $-Boxes with maximum possible bias.
Highlight the paths involving the variables in the figure. Assume that the S-boxes are identical

and that the mapping of S-box inputs to outputs is
 

0005000

001-010

010 001

011 100

+

4

1005111

—

=

 

 

 

 

 

101 101

110 110

111-011

 

    
5.12 Write a program to implement 56-bit DES.

5.13 Write a program to cryptanalyze /-stage DES (/ = 1 or 2, for example). Specifically, you should
write two programs.

The first program should generate a random key and a small numberof plainrexts. Using
the generated key, it should compute the ciphertext for each generated plaintext using i-stage
DES.

Given only the plaintext—ciphertext pairs, the second programshould then try to obrain the

key.
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5.1. (b) 5.2 (c)
5.5 (b) 5.6 (a)

§.3 (a)

5.7 (d)

5.4 (a)(c)

—_#

ANSWERS TO OBJECTIVE-TYPE QUESTIONS =

a
e
e
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